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COURSE No. 6.21 

INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS OP ELECTRICAL. PODLR 

March 21, 1920 revised March 16, 1923. Prof. F.S.Belienbaughy"' 

Scope:- A. Electric Motor Drive 
B) Electric Heating 
C, Electric Lighting. 

The majority of the time covers the first item. Heating 
is discussed mainly in connection with industrial pro¬ 
cesses. Lighting is discussed from its 'bearing on 
production rather than from a phctomeLrical standpoint. 

Outl ine ELECTRIC MOTOR DRIVE 

I. EIELDS CP APPLICATION. 

1. Summary of some of the more important industries 
using electric power. 

2. Types cf Application dependent upon: 

A. Sneed Characteristics, 
a; Constant Speed) 
b. Variable Speed. 
c. Reversing. 

B. Torque Characteristics. 
a. Starting Torque 
'o'. Pull Up Torque 
c. Maximum Torque* 

C. Load Characteristics. 
a. Steady Leads. 
b. Intermittent’Leads. 
c. Cyclic Loads. 

D. Location and Protection of Motor, 

II. SOURCES.OP PORER. 

1. Central Station. 
A. Characteristics’of Power Supply, 

a. A. C. or D.C. 
b. Voltages, Frequency and Phases, and 

Dis tribution. 
c. Interference. 

B. Charges or rates made by Central Stations. 
a) Normal Systems. 
b. Special systems adjusting for'Power 

Factor, "Off Peak” loads, high 
' Load Factor, Loads, etc. 

2. Isolated plant. 
A. Characteristics cf Power Supply. 

Same as II-l-A 
B. Cost of power, or cost of operating isolated 

plant. 
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III. 

IV. 

V. 

VI. 

B. 

DELIVERY CF POWER FROM OUTLET rJ?C MOTORS. 

1. Me thcds of adaptation to Requirements. 
a; Motor Generator Sets 
n * 

0 Rotary Converters 
c; Rectifiers. * 
D. Transformers. 

2; Distribution within the Industrial Plant.. 
3 • Saf eguai 'ds and Standby Equipment. 

a: Storage Batteries 
e; Standby Steam Plants 
c. Main Line Fuse and Circuit 

Breaker Protection 

CHARACTF RIS7ICS OF-MOTORS. 

i: A.C. or D. C. 
2. Characts iris tics and Specifications. 

.» • 
Types and Characteristic curves 

b; Voltage, Phases. Frequency. 
c: Temperature Rating, H.P. and Tore; 
d; Speed'Regulation and Adjustment 
E, Control. 
F. Location, Protection, Enclosure, 

I1TFORMAT ION REQUIRED FOR. APPLICATION OF MOTOR. 

i; Load Conditions.' 
2; Power Conditions. 
3: Location - • 

4 * Control expected. 
5. Unusual cr Extreme demands. 
6. The aoc ve should result in application gr 

A. Good Service. 
B. Long Life/ 
0 
V> . Convenienceand Ease of Inspects 

Repair, 
T> * 
x- « Flexibility. 
e; Economy. 
F. Continuity. 
g; Safety. 
H. PI erasing Appearance 

COUPLING K3
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i; Direct. 
2; Belts.' 
3: Chains. 
4; Gears. 
5. Miscellaneous 
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VII. AUXILIARY EQUIBflEITT. 

1. Switching. 
2. Control. 

Hand Operated 
B. Automatic. 

3. Protective Devices. 
4. Measuring Devices.' 

A. Indicating. 
B. Integrating. 
C* Recording. 

VIII. TYPICAL" INDUSTRIES AIYj APPLICATIONS, 
1. Mining'and Ore Handling, 

A. Hoists, Cranes and Elevators. 
B. Pumps and Blowers. 
C. Industrial Locomotives. 

2. Steel Mills and Metal Working. 
A. Variable Speed and Reversing Motors. 
B. Ply Wheel drives. " 
C. Automatic Control. 
D. Machine Tools. 

3- Paper Mills, Tobacco Machinery, Woodworking* 
A. Constant Speed. 
B. Some Peculiar Conditions. 

4. Dairies and Sugar Refining. 
A. High Speed Motors. 

5. Printing and Rubber Machinery. 
A. Variable Speed. 
B. Extreme Ranges of speed. 
C. Semi Automatic Control. 

ELECTRIC HEATING 
.• ' ’ 1 ' ■ r i i 

I. AS PART. OP INDUSTRIAL PROCESS. 

1. Drying Ovens. 
2. Japanning Ovens. 
3. Embosser Heads, Linotype Pots. 
4^ Enamelling Ovens. 
5. Annealing Furnaces. 6. Gun Shrinking Pits. 

II. FOR HEATING ROOMS. 

1. Por commercial'purposes, such as rising room in 
Bakery. 

2. For comfort, or protection from freezing pipes, 
etc. 
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electric lighting 

I. 

III. 

GEFERAE LIGHT Hi G OE BUILDINGS. 
1. Exteriorl 
2. Interior. 

SPECIAL LIGHTING EOR PROCESSES. 
i; High Intensity. 
2. Special Spectrum Value 
3: Advertising Value. 
4. Special Optical Effect 

ECOITOEICS OE LIGHTING. 
1. Increased Output. 
2. Safety. 
3. Relative expense of 

lighting. 
artificial vs. natural 





H. Leather Goods. 
Gloves. 
Harness. 
Shoes, 
Shoe Repairs. 
Tanneries. 
Bag and Novelties. 

I. Ceramics, etc* 
Brick Plants. 
Cement Mills. 
Glass Porks* 
Tile Factories. 
Lime kilns. 
Porcelain Porks. 

3. FRACTIONAL H.P. APPLICATIONS. 

A. Household and Office Appliances. 
B. Dental and Medical * Apparatus. 
0. Sign Plashers, etc. 

4. FOOD PRODUCTS. 

A. Bakeries. 
B; Bottling and Capping Machines. 
C. Candy Factories. 
D. Cotton Seed Oil. 
E. Creameries. 
F; Dairies. 
G, Flour Mills. 

Spice Mills. 
I- Sugar Mills.' 
J. Patent Foods. 

5. GENERAL • UTILITIES. 

A; Broom Factories. 
E. Building Construction. 
C. Ice Machinery* 
D. Laundries. 
E. Refrigeration. 
F. Trunk Factories. 
G. Soap Factories. 

6. TRAITSPOR TA TI Oil 

A. Fr eight Handling. 
B; Automobile Factories. 
Cl Railways and Railway Equipment. 
3)1 fegon Factories. 
E; Elevators. 
F. Dredges. 
G. Shins. 
H; Canals 
I. L o c one ti ve s. 
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creased to 1,284 lamps by the end of the month it started. These 
were divided among 59 customers. About one year later the loa,d 
had increased to 10,654 lamps distributed'among 508 customers. Each 
lamp was rated 110 volt, 0.75 amp. 16 c.p. The power was 
generated in six dynamos direct connected to engines running at 
350 R.P.M. 

In 1884 the Alternating Current System was taken up by 
Westinghouse, and the first regularly operated A.C. generating 
station was started in 1886 at Greensburg, Pa. The Niagara Palls 
generators were put in in 1895 and the first all turbine Central 
Station was opened in Chicago in 1903* 

:: The total generating capacity of the Central Stations in 
the United States in 192& was about 14,500,000 K.V;. 

II-1-A CHARACTERISTICS OP POVLR SUPPLY. 

A.C.-D.C; (a). The power supply may, of course, be 
either A.C. or L.C. Owing to the saving in transmission losses 
and expense due to the use of high voltage, and Ee easb oi ostain- 
ing such high voltage with A. C„, the latter^ss supplanted L.C. 
•practically entirely for Central Station generation. There are 
a few L.C, distributing systems in some of the older cities, but 
they are gradually becoming extinct. It is interesting 16 
is a distinct tendency at present to prcphesy the use of high 
voltage L.C. for transmission in the future, due to the large charm 
ing currents obtained, with A. ^, upon — ong lines. me high > ol 
L.C. removes many difficulties of transmission and with the de¬ 
velopment of rectifying devices can probably be obtained with good 

efficiency. The 
transmission has been tried 
does not seem applicable to 

rpVi'-' Thum svstem of constant curren t high voltage 
out in Euro-pe vi th some 
large powers. 

success but 

'Volt _ 
increased. At the prr 

es. (b). The transmitting volt es have gra.duall” 
- in use for long 
common. Por city 

c- l* 

ent time 220,000 volts 
distance transrintssion rnd 110,000 volts is ver 
distribution 22,-000 volts has been common, but the tendency 
©resent is towards 66,000 volt cables, with the probability of 
higPJvalues in the not very far distant future. Eor use this 
transformed to 110 volts for residence lighting and 220, 440 _ 
or 550 volts for factory power. Lor larger factory motor insiar 
lations 2,300 volts is quite commons. 

Phases. Three phase power is almost universally _ lor 
long distahc'e'Transmission. Residence lighting is furnished single 
•phase of course, but is usually taken from a three phase generator, 
the different -phases being connected to equivalent groups of 
lighting customers so that they remain practically balanced. In 
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connection with Rotary Converters six phase is used, bu this is 
obtained from the three phase by transformer connections. 

frequency:- The frequencies in this country are now 
practically standardized on 25 and 60 cycles, with the present 
general tendency toward concentration on 60 cycles. There are 
still many others in use, fortunately in limited areas. 

15, 25,30,33-1/3, 40,50,60,66-2/3,125,133/1/3 and 140 
cycles have all been used at various times, and still some others 
to a limited extent, as when alternators were first built they 
were rated as having a capacity of a definite number of lamps, 
for a small installation with no idea of coupling to a large sys¬ 
tem, so the designers made the frequency anything that might be^ 
convenient from construction standpoint. The standardization has 
proceeded very well, and this country is at present better 
standardized than many others. 

In London in 1914 there were 41 separate generating sta¬ 
tions representing 31 systems and 8 different frequencies. 

In Paris 25 and 42 cycles are the leading ones, although 
in other parts of Prance there are many odd combinations. 

In Italy 16,25,42,46, and 50 cycles are common, but with 
^2 cvcles in the lead a.nd 50 a close second. 

Germany is fairly well standardized on 50 cycles. 

DEVELOPMENT CP FREQUENCY IN THE UNITED STATES 

1893 Period of belted generators. All single phase. Vesting- 
house 16,000 alternations per minute, (133-1/3 cycles). 
Thompson-Houston, 15,000 ,A.P.M. (125 cycles) Ft.Vayne 

Jenney Co., 17,000 A.P.M, (142 cycles). 

High frequencies used largely because it made transformer 
design easy, generators were small high speed, and it was 
certain that it would not wink.the lights. 

1889 to 
1890. Development 

require too 
study of si 

of Engine Type Alternators begun. Slow speed 
many poles for high ^frequencies, so after . 

tuation 60 cycles introduced as good compromise 

1892 Niagara 
turbine 

16-2/3 
partly 
be used 
would n 
or 30. 

Falls generators operated by 250 R.P.k. water 
s. Seemed to demand still lower frequencies, 
cycles proposed, partly owing to slow speed and 
as it was thought that commutating motors were to 
extensively and the crude designs then available 

ot commutate at higher frequencies than about -0 
Vestinghouse proposed 30 cycles as then lights 





could be operated on circuit also, which would have been 
impossible, with 3.6-2/3 cycles owing to flicker. Com¬ 
promise of'25 cycles finally adopted. 

1893. Worlds ColumbiarTExposition at Chicago lighted by 2000 
KW two phase 60 cycle generators. Two phases obtained 
by two single phase machines displaced 90 electrical 
degrees, mounted on same shaft. 

1898 to 
1905 25 and 60 cycles rapidly becoming standard. An attempt 

was made to introduce 40 cycles as a compromise to meet 
all conditions, but was unsuccessful owing to the amount 
of apparatus already installed. Strong tendency noticed 
to swing to 25 cycles for power work, as converters and 
other machines worked better at lower frequencies. 

1905 
1920 

to 
60 cycle gaining supremacy over 25 cycles due to improve¬ 
ments in ‘design of machines giving almost duplicate 
operating characteristics on either, and 60 cycles having 
several other advantages, Introduction of steam tur¬ 
bines extensively for power during this period. 

II-l-A-c. INTEKFEKENCE, 

One phase of power transmission that is receiving a good 
deal of attention at present is that of interference caused in 
telephone and telegraph lines by induction from the power lines. 
The telephone companies claim that as the source of the difficulty 
lies with the Central Station it is up to them to eliminate it. 
Unfortunately this is not possible without consideraole expense 
involving special appliances and transpositions of the power sys¬ 
tem the results being a reduction rather than a total elimination 
of the interference trouble. A long "Exposure" or parallel of 
power and telephone lines is necessary to obtain sufficient in- 
fluence to cause trouble, and with the cable circuits met with 
in cities little trouble is encountered. The interference is of 
two kinds, a transient induction resulting in acoustic shock, and 
a steadV hum reducing the intelligibility of the communications. 
?he latter must be of frequencies in the more audible range,that i 
between about 200 and 2000 cycles per second, and so are caused 
by harmonics and not by the fundamental frequencies. 

The interference may result 1romg- 

Transient type giving Acoustic Shock. 
Short circuits or grounds on the line. 
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7. 
Steady type, resulting from: 

Harmonics in Toltage wave of generator. 
Harmonics due to Transformer magnetizing current. 
Harmonics due to load chara.cteristics. 
High Frequencies from Arcing Grounds, etc. 

II-l-B-a. CHARGE? OR KATES. 

Central station rates are very complicated for power 
service. The simplest type covers residence lighting where usually 
a rate of about IQ/ per KK Hr. is used. This was lately compli¬ 
cated by the addition of a coal clause to compensate for fluctuat¬ 
ing fuel expense, and temporary increases of rate. For industrial 
power service it is customary to make a flat charge of a certain 
amount per month per K1U installed, to cover the amoUnt of station 
generating capacity that must be allocated to that customer to be 
ready to serve him at all times whether he uses the power or not. 
In addition, a charge of so much per ICC Hr. is then levied on the 
power actually used. If the load involves high peaks a third 
charge is made involving an extra amount for the number of peaks 
over a certain value and af a fixed duration. The rates usually 
involve a rebate clause so that if more than a certain amount of 
power is used the charge is not as much as per ICW.Hr. 

II-l-B-b. SPECIAL RATES. 

Unfortunately for the Central Station the generating 
capacity is^ not used et full load all the time. In fact load fa. c - 
tors cf 2% or less are usual with most of the companies. This 
means that the capital charges end overhead associated with the 
installed KW of generating equipment are much higher than they would 
be if the load were ^uniform all the time. Therefore various 
schemes to give this result have been t ried or "proposed. This is 
called the development of "Off Peak*1 load. The operation of ice 
machines in the summer with the excess power required to carry the 
heavier loads in the winter is one very successful extension of 
the Central Stations, activities. Some method whereby different 
rates would be charged for power drawn at different times in the 
day would be very useful, but so far has not been extensively 
introduced due to the difiiculty of obtaining proper meters. 

Cost of 1 ow Power Fa,ctor. 

The question of low power-factor upon Central Station 
lines is becoming quite serious. Before 1914 few of the stations 
were loaded to capacity and were anxious to obtain more business. 
During the years of the war and the difficulty in obtaining coal 
the customers of the Central Stations increased enormously. Their 
equipment and feeders then became fully loaded and the question 
of more capacity vary important. In studying the situation it 
gradually began to".dawn upon the engineers that they were furnishing 
along with the power, magnetising current free. The situation 
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was similar to selling good and making free deliveries and packing 
of a very expensive nature. It also was uni air to the customers 
since it penalized those with high power-factor Toy making them 
carry the "burden due to other customers with low power-factor. 

It is true that low power-factor does not mean more in¬ 
put into the the generator from the prime mover, hut it does 
mean enlarged electrical capacity for the same power output in 
the generators, feeders and transformers. The losses in electric 
apparatus are almost all a function of current and not power. 
Therefore a Power-Factor of 50% means that the current is double 
that required for the same power at \00% Power-Factor, and that 
the electrical losses are four times what they would he at 100% 
Power-Factor, with all the electrical machinery correspondingly 
larger. This increases the expense of power generation due to 
increased capital charges, repairs, losses and overhead. The 
power-factors met with in the industries are surprisingly low, 
where some special means ha' e not been used to improve them. 60% 
is not at all uncommon and during the parts of the day when the 
load is off peak, and in industries using a large number of small 
induction motors. Power Factors as low $0% have been observed. 

It 
engineers tha 

is now 
t the extra cost 

CAVI 4- *y» Cj 4- *-*i -f* 
SilXI cli u La w 

of nro dueing lew nower-factor cur- 
enerally conceded by the central station 

rent should be borne by those having low power-factor. That i 
the cost allocatedtto those responsible 
o: 

There are several wavs 
doing this, but they ell‘meet with the difficulty of ignorance 

on the part of the customer, and his antagonistic attitude to any 
changes in newer rates the reasons for which he cannot understand, 

Some central stations have cut the Gordian Knot by refus 
ing to take customers on their lines who do not conform to a 
predetermined standard of power-factor. This usually provides 
a low limit of 80% for small customers, gradually being increased 
to 00% for large customers. This has not always met with favor 
for several reasons. . The Central Stations being Public Utilities, 
the various Commissions have several times denied them the right 
of discriminating among customers. Also some customers would 
find it far more^oonvenient to pay a penalty for low Power-Fa. 
Factor than to raise the Power-Factor of their whole plant, which 
is often very difficult or expensive. It is also commercially 
difficult to"make the present customers with low power-factor im¬ 
prove it, and it would~make a great deal of trouble if the p. xsr 
were arbitrarily Saut off when they do not conform to the Power- 
Factor requirements. 

Three methods, based upon sound engineering principles, 
of charging for low power-factor have been proposed; 

1. Charge by Total K.V.A. Hours. 
2. Charge an extra amount for'Reactive KVA hours in 

addition to K.W hour charge. 
3. Charge with a penalty or bonus for power-factor 

greater or less than some predetermined point. 
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9. 

The first of these ia objected to upon the grounds that 
it does not take into account directly the actual power used by 
the customer. Alsouan engineering investigation shows that it 
does not give aa close an approximation to the correct allocation 
of charges as the other methods. It has the advantage of simple 
metering equipment. 

The Second method is the most accurate from an engineer¬ 
ing standpoint, and is at present in common use in Europe. The 
only real'objection is that it requires complicated metering 
equipment. A second meter must be added similar to the present 
watt-hour meters to record the Reactive K.V.A. hours which doubles 
the investment in metering and the expense of reading and record¬ 
ing the consumption. Two element meters have been developed in 
France which record the Watt-hours on one dial, the Reactive- 
K.V.A. hours cn another dial, and the sum of any definite percent¬ 
ages of the two upon a third dial. This last dial gives the 
basis for the charge made, while the others record the power actual¬ 
ly used. 

The third method is the simplest to install, and is 
being used a good deal in this country. The power-factor tests 
a„re usually made periodically bjr a special inspector, largely to 
avoid the expense of installing power-factor meters in each case, 
and the charge upon the usual KW hour basis is multiplied by some 
predetermined power-factor, usually 80^, divided by the a.ctual 
power-factor. 

An approximate idea of the expense of low power-factor 
can be evolved from the central station records on file in the 
Public Utilities Commission report. The following figures are taken 
from the report of the Edison Electric Illuminating Company of 
Boston. 

CHARGE ABEL TO ELECTRIC ELD OR PLANT : - 

l/2 Wcages 0.123 
l/2 Tools 0.010 
l/2 Station Repairs O’004 
Electric Repairs 01057 
Bistribution Expense 01531 
3/4 Capital Charges 0.126 
3/4 Management __0.3_70 

'TOTAL l'“A~ 

p'/lCV/ Hour 
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CHARGEABLE TC STEM END 

Coal 
Oil and Waste 
Water 
Balance of Charge 
under electrical 
end 
Taxes and other 
items chargeable 
to steam end 

TOTAL 

CL PLANT:- 

01703 /f/KW Hour 
0,002 
0.009 

s 

0.302 

i;oi6 
3.588 

The "portions chargeable to the electrical end may he assumed 
proportional tc the K.V.A. Hours produced, upon a constant volt¬ 
age system, and the rest of the cost is assumed proportional to 
the kIw. Hours. Upon this basis,'assuming the costs for 1 K.W, 
Hour at a Power Hate of 10 per K.W. Hour, and various Power Fac- 
tors, the following table may be calcula ted:- 

p.F.r KKVA Toti.KVA Wkt.th Jf/KVAH 0 Total id ■set x ■ 1 — is ■■ *•**■— 

30% 3.17 3:33 01 746 :845 1.591 .218 
40 2; 28 2.50 0.746 .635 i;38i 1167 

50 1.75 2.00 0;746 .548 1.254 .147 
60 1133 i:g6 C. 746 .422 11166 .126 

70 1,00 1.43 0.746 *363 1.109 .109 
80 .735 1125 0.746 .317 1.063 .086 
90 .470 mi 0! 746 .282 1.028 .059 

100 . 000 1.00 0.-746 .254 1.000 
Average 

;ooo 
.114 

The Column headings should be interpreted as follows: 

B.F. is Power Factor. 
H IF/A is the Reactive KVA present for 1 KW at given Power-Fact^, 
Toi.KVA is the sum of the Reactive and Power Components, vec\ \ 

Tprially, given in KVA, ( 
jf/lvWB should be read: That part of the total expense of generat¬ 

ing power which is proportional to the K.W. hours output, 
and so fixed in this case. 

jzf/KVAK should be read: That part of the total expense of 
generating power which is proportional to the K.V.A. Hour out¬ 
put, and so varies with the Power-Factor. Both ef these 
last two are adjusted to give 10 at 100/£ Power-Factor. 

0 Total is the charge that should be made for 1 K.W. Hour at low 
Power Factors if the rate is 10 at 100% Power Factor. 

g/RKVA is the charge that should be made in addition to 10 per 
K.W. Hour for each Reactive K.V.A-. Hour in order to compensate 
for the added expense of low pov/er-factor. This fits in with 
the.second method of charging for low power-factor mentioned 
above. 
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.rged 
It will thus he 

tomers should he ch 
power at high Power-factors, 
since it is based upon a lfc rate, r.nd 
he'charged for Reactive K'.V'.A. Hour 

seen that for very low Power-Factors the cas¬ 
in' some cases as much as 5Oh more than for 

rhe last column T R also in percent, 
amount that should 

if this sy.ftem is used, is 
the average 

_ ■— ____ — - * ^ " 

11* 4$ of the' charge per K.W.Hour. This is lower than the rate 
usually used. In France 

j_n 
3 oh is used for this figure, and in this 

chuntry from 20 to 25$ seems to he thought a desirable value. Con¬ 
ditions in the production of power are so variable that it can only 
be approximated, hut it is a more equitable distribution than making 
no charge for low power-factor at all. 

As for an example, suppose that a plant used 1000 KG . Hours 
at 60$ Power-Factor and had a lh Power Rate. Referring to the 
three methods of charging for a low Power-Factor, v;e get:- 

Case i: K.V.A. Hours fire 10d/.60 or 1670 G gives $16.70 
Case 2. Reactive K.V.A. Hours at 802 

25$ of'these at 1<£ gives 
- - -- 12.00 
$2.00 

1000 K.V/. Hours G lh gives 10. PC 
case 3. 1000 x 80/50 gives 1330 o lh give: TTTo 

large The ch 
method the rate would he 

for Case 1, is probably too large, as with this 
little le'3 than for the K.W. Hour 

The other two cases will be seen to give nearly the same method.' 
results. The same power 
he charged at $10.00. 

it 100$ Power-Factor would, of course. 

Correcti on for Lcw Power-Factor 

It usually will pay 
where charges are made f 
cases analysed show that 
apparatus in two or thre 
Stations are putting in 
that they will be payed 
extreme cases, paying fo 
average power rates unti 
metered, has paid for the 

a customer to put in corrective apparatus 
or low power factor. A large number of 
the sa.ving will pay for the corrective 

e 37-ears time. In some cases the Central 
the corrective apparatus under a guarantee 
for out of lower power hills, or even, m 
r them themselves by charging at past 
1 the difference in power hilled, and power 
installation. 

Phase advancers and similar apparatus ha ,s been developed for 
s ily raising the power-factor of induction machinery, hut the only e^ 

-vrilrbie motors with high power-factor at present are synchronous 
motors. These are not available for small power unius, and some¬ 
times cannot be used owing to low.starting torques. The starting 
toroues are gradually being much improved ana small self-excit^u 
units have been proposed but are not on the market. Large ms a* 
tions can use synchronous motors direct, and adjust power-factor, 
by field control. If part asynchronous and part induction raclure, 
is installed, the synchronous machinery can be run over-excited. - 
compensate for the lagging current drawn by the induction', machinerv 
If onKr -induction machinery is present, then separate corrective 
devices ^st ie installed to raise the Power-Factor. These consist. 





iic Condensers, The first type is the one in of Synchronous or St 
most common use and consists of a synchronous motor without load, 
used purely to draw a leading current and compensate for the lagging 
current required hy' 
of the installation, 
great deal. Paper 
and are chiefly usef 
is expensive in firs 
are being developed, 
space required, and’ 
up to about 5CO I\YA. 

other machinery; thus raising the Power-Fact or 
The Static Condensers have not been used a 

condensers have been manufactured commercially 
ul in smell units where the synchronous machinery 
t cost and inefficient. Electrolytic Condensers 
which offer some advantages owing to the small 

compete with Synchronous machines in small sizes 

and the added load that can 

watts installed* operating at r Power-Factor of 60$ and ve wish to 

The three curves attached show graphically the amount of 
corrective apparatus'necessary, 
applied from its use. 

13 

raise it to 80$.' Then from the 
we find that 60$, or 600 react 
installing this amount, the curve giving ALL-!IORAL If. 

or 260 more E7.7 at the ori& 
and 

be 
Por instance, suppose that we have 1000 kilo- 

Fact o 
C0ITDEIT3EH K.Y.A. REQUIRED curve oi 

‘eactive IC.V.A. is necessary. Ai ter 
CAPACIT v 

AVAILABLE shows that 26$., or 260 more A..; ax Kv7 at the original Power-Factor 
still draw the same current. This may be added to the lines, 

will, of course, again lower the Power-Factor, and curve giving 
RESULT APT P0T7E.P FACTOR shows that the final Power Factor under tv nese 
conditions’will be a little ever 75%. which is better than in the 
first case. 

' 7° y 
It usually is not desirable to correct Power-Factor 

to more than 80$, as the amount of corrective apparatus for higher 
values becomes excessive and costly. 

As an example of the Power Factors met with in practice, the 
following table"shows some of the results obtained from an actual 

survey o: ■.n entirely normal and average industrial area in 1921. 

Industry 

Pressed Steel 
Chemical 
Ship Building 
Foundry 
Textile, Large 
Lachine Shop 
Metal Working 
Textile, Small 
Pattern Shops 
Paste 1/Ianu f a c. tu r e 

The first five 
mlants« 

Power Factor 

Maximum Minimum Averag 

ICO 58 85 
88 79 84 
88 35 68 
92 70 82 
78 23 67 

83 58 67 
t q J 'S 

24 30 

■<09 24 40 

79 8 25 
90 70 75 

represent large plants, the last fi ve snail 
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13. 
II-2. ISOLATED DEALT3: 

Isolated plants or privately owned generating stations 
were used extensively up to ten or fifteen years ago. Lately the 
increased expense and particularly the great difficulty in obtaining 
coal has reduced the number in use very greatly, the power users 
going over the Central Station Power. in general the Centra*! 
Station gives better service at lees cost than is possible with 
an isolated plant Where D.C. is required or where exhaust ste im 

is used as a* part of the installation, such as heating and laundry 
work in hotels, boiling and drying in Laundries and canning factories 
digesting the pump in paper mills, etc., there is some question as 
to which*method of obtaining power is best, and no general rule can 
be given. Each case must be analyzed very carefully before a 
decision is made. The poor bookkeeping and lack of knowledge of 
the actual cost of isolated plants is often a source of the erron¬ 
eous belief that the power is cheaper than purchased power from a 
Central Station, and in investigations of this sort care must be 
taken to be sure that the proper overhead, depreciation, repair^ 
and maintenance bills are added to the isolated plaint costs. The 
owner of a small plant is very prone to charge merely fuel, oil, 
water and help to the power plant 
all the expense. * 

,nd imagine that he has covered 

Ad. van tag; es of Central Station _ Di sac-van w .;.es o. Genii'. 1 -L. i 

No investment cost for generating 
apparatus 

Service of large capacity system 
always ready, and probability 
of continuity very high. 

Cost of power usually compares 
favorably with isolated plants 
and'often is cheaper in the long 
run. 

Can furnish power by transmission 
lines to plants located far from 
supply of‘coal or other fuel. 

Except in large cities power 
is A.C. which must be convert¬ 
ed if D.C. is required. 

If load is fluctuating, it may 
be expensive, as cost of 
peak loads high. 

There steam is used, in indus¬ 
trial process, or for heating, 
it must be generated anyway, 
and use of exhaust from 
engine operating generator 
makes private power cheap. 

Pc control over voltage,other 
apparatus on same system may 
cause fluctuations. 

The"advantages and disadvantages of isolate plants are 
seme as above, transposed. Central station power often seems 
mure expensive because accounting system of industrial plant does 
not allow for all factors. There electric‘power only is required 
and where a majority of constant speed A.C. motors can be used, 
there is little question but that the central station gives the 
best and cheapest service. 
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III-l. METHODS OP ADAPTATION OP POWER. 

a; 
B. 

Motor Generator Set 
Hotary Converter. 

Where direct current is required in large quantities, 
one of these must he used. 'In small sizes the difference in cos+ 
between the two is not great, as small rotaries are not made in 
large quantities, and do not give as satisfactory operation as the 
larger ones. Motor-Generator Sets on the other hand can'he used 
for power factor correction and give easy voltage control- There¬ 
fore where the amount of power required is about 200 K.W. or’less, 
Motor-Generator sets are used, in general. In larger sizes. 
Rotary Converters are cheaper and more efficient,mand are therefore 
used unless flexible voltage control or power factor correction 
are very important. 

Thus for plants requiring electro-chemical process, battery 
charging, or equalisation of peaks in load by flywheel, motor 
generator sets of large size are always used, as the advantages 
offset the added cost and slightly lower efficiency. 

C. Rectifiers. 

There are several types 

a. 
b; 
c. 
d. 
e. 

Synchronously driven commutators. 
Mechanically’vibrating contacts. 
Electrolytic. 
Mercury Vapor Arc. ‘ 
Gaseous Conduction. Kenotron, uTungar” or "S Tube 

Synchronously driven commutators have met with some success 
abroad but offer many disadvantages and difficulties. Mechanically 
■yibrati’ng contact types were developed -• or small si^es, urn could 
not handle more than a fev; amperes /and were not rugged, being 

displaced by the gas type. 

Electrolytic rectifiers find a large field for ligttning 
arresters end electrolytic condensers, but are not used commercially 
as power rectifiers. Mercury Vapor rectifiers are manufactured 
extensively under Peter Cooper Hewitt patents, and <-ie uoed a. or 
small battery1 charging plants in many cases. They are ouilt in 
standard sizes to deliver up to about 50 or 60 ampeies, and have 
been experimented, with in much larger sizes foi producing jj.C* i o l 

Railway work, but so far have not been commercialized in this 

field* 

Ionized gas rectifiers are only made in small sizes for 
automobile lighting batteries and similar demands, capscityhup 

to about ten amperes. 
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D. Transformers. 

These must practically always he used where A.C. power 
is transmitted, whether other apparatus is used rlso or not. Their 
characteristics are so well known that little need he said. Auto 
transformers are used in some cases on account of cheapness, hut 
do not give as satisfactory service, except for starting duty, etc. 
As high as 99% efficiency is obtained in large units. 

III-2. DISTRIBUTION WITHIN THE INDUSTRIAL PLANT. 

Station 
be wired 
question 
Under- 
an inspec- 

of 

The power supply is derived from the Central 
outlet or the isolated plant switchboard. It must then 
around the buildings to serve® the various motors. The 
proper wiring is a detailed study in itself and the Fire 
writers require approval of the finished installation by 
tor. 'For this reason the wiring must be done by a licensed elec¬ 
trician. A special code is available, prepared by the Board of 

INsLtinn&l Fire Underwriters, giving information upon the proper size 
of wire, carrying capacity, etc. In general the wire is run 
through iron pipe conduit with special fittings for bends, terminals, 
etc.," Care must'be taken to see that the iron conduit is not 
included in an A.C. magnetic circuit, as it will cause high reactance 
drop, and power fods. This can be avoided by always having the 
outgoing circuit and its return wire in the same conduit. This may 
seem a foolish warning, but the mistake of separating the different 
phases of a three phase conduit job in separate pipes is s~ill mace 
every now and then. 

III-3.' SAFEGUARDS AND STANDBY BC'UIBJEii 

A. Storage Batteries. 
The expense of storage batteries usually prohibits 

:heir use excent where conditions warrant it. Their chief value 
commercially is'for standby power, and emergencyolighting* In 
■plants run on A.C. a charging device must be installed, and batter¬ 
ies would only be used for lighting in case of 3hut down as natur¬ 
ally they would not operate A*C* Rotors. They are used extensively 
by central stations and railroads, to insure continuous operation 
of power supply. 

B. Standby Stdara Plants are usually installed by Central 
Stations relying on water power for their energy, where the water 
may run low at certain period's of the year. In some .ses old iso¬ 
lated plants are retained after the factory has seen cut over sq , 
Central Station supply, but usually it is not economical to u.O/ since 
the continuity of Central Station Service is very excellent. 

C. Circuit Breaker and Fu.se protection should always be fur¬ 
nished as near the source of power as possible within the factory, 
to protect the wiring and reduce fire risk. This should consist oi 
approved appliances properly mounted and if not on a special switch- 
board, they should be enclosed, in fire proof boxes, and kept locked. 
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size is usually 
leading out 

The question oi calculating the rig 
the carrying capacity of the feeders leading out fro 
where the protection is installed. However, in a pie. 
of individual Kotor drives, the diversity factor of th 
of the various machines nay result in small wiring bei 
while occasionally a high peak may he developed lor a 
val of time. In this case the size of the protective 
he calculated from the probable peal: loads, which is o 

*1 so a good plan to use 
overlo 

opening, hut 

intricate proposition. It is c,xWv « 
time element breakers, which will allow a smai1 
for a predetermined amount of time before 
a heavy short very cjuicklv, yj 1/ 

settled by 
the point 
nt with a lot 
e load cycles 
ng sufficient,, 
short inter¬ 
devices must 

ften a rather 
inverse 

ad to exist 
"fill cut off 

IV. CHARACTERISTICS OE MOTORS. 

D.C. A. Types and Characteristics. 

V/HIDINGS : - 

Series - High Starting Torque. 
Characteristics very good 
such as traction, hoists, 

Poor speed regulation, 
for'certain applications 
etc, 

Will run away if disconnected from load. 
Series-Shunt - Similar to series, modified by small 

shunt field'to prevent runaway and improve speed 
regulations. 

Compound - Compromise between high starting torque and 
close speed regulation. Admirable for a large 
part of industrial applications as they give 
reasonably close speeds, can be adjusted by field 
weakening, and give good starting characteristics 
for heavy duty. 

Shunt - Very close speed regulation. Cannot be called 
upon for high .rting torques with ordinary design 
Give wide‘range of speed control by field 
weakening. 

Differential - Series winding opposed to shunt giving 
flat ’speed regulation or increasing speed with 
load. Generally unstable and very seldom used. 

C 01 HUT AT I ON: - Uon-Commutat ing Pole . 

Oldest type. ~ Tendency to spark at extr* e loads. Will 
not give more than 100*6 increase in speed by field weakening and. 
in many types 50% increase is limit. Sparks badly above these 
limits. On load of very peaked nature size of motor often deter¬ 
mined by sparking rather than by heating and so materially workeu 
uneconomically. Satisfactory on series or heavily compounded 
motors. 
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Comnutatinig Pole* 

Originated by Electro-Dynamic Oo. under 
Pfatischer patents. Commutation very good under even extreme over¬ 
loads. Heating chief criterion of motor size, in most cases. Dot 
required on series motors, but sometimes used. Generally carries 
light compound field even on “Shunt*1 motors to stabilize speed at 
weak fields, since commutating pole then tends to neutralize main 
pole and causes hunting and even bucking. Dot used in sizes below. 
1 to 2 H.P. 

Com-pensated. A compensating winding is one wound 
in slots in the pole faces to oppose and neutralize the effect of 
armature reaction. As it is expensive and makes' motor bulky it 
is only used for special service, such as extremes of speed change 
by field weakening, or extreme peak loads. It may be used with or 
without commutating poles, but as commutating pole windings can be 
made very small when compensating winding is used, and give better 
commutation, they are generally used. Cost of motor is always 
consideraibly above usual type. 

B. Voltage. Has already been discussed. 110 volts for 
1 H.P5. or less', 230 for ^majority of applications, and 550 or 600 
where power has?- to be transmitted any distance or size of motors 
is large (about 75 H.P. or larger) is common practice. Considerable 
overlapping of'these ranges will be found where other causes make 
it practicable. As high as 3000 volts has been used in railway 
applications. 

C„ Rating H.P. There are several ways of rating the 
H.P.; the commonest is constant duty rating, formerly at 45° C. 
temperature rise in hottest part, and now 50°C. in many cases. The 
usual ratings employed are: 

Constant duty, 25^ overload, 2 hrs. 45°. 
Constant duty, 50/£ overload, intermittent 50°. 
Maximum duty. 
Double rating for variable speed. 
Intermittent Duty. 
Vehicle and Traction Rating. 

Where load is of intermittent nature the “root mean square11 current 
must be determined to fix size of motor. This require0 special 
analysis of load cycle conditions. Thermal ammeters are now being 
used for this purpose to good effect although recording instruments 
give better indication of conditions to be met. 

* • . 

D, Speed.- Regulation and Adjustment, 

The'speed may be varied by changing either the 
voltage or the flux. 
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18. 

Speed Control "by voltage. 

May change voltage of line, or have several lines of 
different voltages that are used in various combinations. Obsolete, 

Series resistance in armature circuit reduces voltage by 
IR drop. This is standard method for starting and in some cases 
for obtaining slow speed, but is inefficient and should not be 
resorted to where lew speed required for prolonged periods* 

Speed control byu flux variation. 

Commonest method is field weakening by field rheostat; Can 
obtain as high as 4:1 speed range with properly designed motor. 

Special types of motors, used chiefly for machine tool 
work, retain constant field current and vary reluctance by changing 
air gap. Lincoln motor moves pole cores in and out by gear and 
threaded spindle. Reliance moves armature axially in or out of 
field. 

E. Control. May be: - Hand operated. 
Remote. 
Semi Automatic 
Automatic 

* It is obtained by a combination of switches, relays, and 
contacts, operated by Various means and involving one or more of 
the methods of speed adjustment discussed. This will be taken up 
in further detail under control section. 

p, Location. Motors should be placed so that they are 
accessible for‘oiling and inspection. Routine inspection should 
be always used. They should not be installed adjacent to hot 
steam'pipes, furnaces, etc., and means for ample ventilation pro¬ 
vided. An open motor enclosed in a tight box is not much better o: 
frnm the standpoint of cooling than a fully enclosed motor, and may 
worse, due to poorer conductivity of enclosing medium offsebeing 
its larger area. They must also be installed in position that is 
as far as possible out of the way and at the same time convenient 
for driving the machine, and for inspection. 

'f 
b 

Usually an enclosed motor is larger and more expensive 
than an open motor of the same rating. Enclosing cc'ars should be 
used wherever there is dust or dirt likely to cause trouble with 
commutation. Sometimes covers over upper half only are sufficient. 
There are several types of enclosures: 

Semi-enclosed. 
Enclosed, forced ventilation. 
Eully enclosed. 
Splash proof. 
Moisture proof. 
Gas Proof. 
Explosion proof. 
Submersible. 
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IV, A, C. Motors 

Inductim. S quirre 11 0age. Gives startin Type s: - 
equal or slightly greater then full lord torque .end 

A. 
torque about 
puli out' torque of 
or slip 5 to 10# no load to full load, depending on design. Special 

;■ bout twice full load torque, Speed regulation 

high resistance end rings sometimes used to increase starting tor¬ 
que, but at sacrifice of efficiency and speed regulation. Two or 
three phase motors self staiting. Single phase requires special 
split pha.se starting winding. Used in sizes from about l/4 H*P. 
to 50 H.P. and occasionally larger. Repulsion starting, induction 
running single phase motors are more expensive than split phase, 
but give higher torque, 

Wound rotor. Only made for polypha.se circuits. Used 
for high torque starting, and for speed control. Starting torque 
equa.1 to pull out torque may be obtained, and 2:1 speed control, 
but efficiency decreeses with the speed, Customary practice uses 
this type in sizes from about 10 to 1500 H.P. Practically always 
used in larger sizes due to difficulty of starting with reasonable 
current and torque for other tv-re. 

Synchronous. Inherently constant speed. Very seldom- 
used on single phase circuits. Self starting in some cases as 
induction motor, the eddy currents in pole"faces or amortisseur 

rting torque about t. c. windings replacing a squirrel cage winding. 
l/3 full load torque present maximum. Sometimes starting motors of 
induction type attached. Used chiefly on loads of the nature of 
pumps and blowers, or for operating motor generator sets, where con¬ 
stant speed is desirable, low starting torque not a serious * detri¬ 
ment, and load is not applied until after motor up to speed. One. 
great advantage is power factor correction. Pot used in small si so-: 

■Customary'"range about 500 to 2000 H.P. 

Commutating Motors.. Used a great deal in small sizes 
for repulsion start induction motors. This type gives series motor 
characteristics for starting, and squirrel cage induction motor 
characteristics for running. Majority are used in sizes irern 1/2 t 
10 H.P. but l/lO to 25 H.P. are manufactured. 

Other types of commutating A.C. motors not so common. 
There are various combinations, designed chiefly for speed control 
and power factor correction, but they introduce compl: ations and 
expense that seems to have prevented the industries irom adopting 
them. 

In very small sizes, l/4 H.P. down to a few watts outpu- 
motors usee.. 

B. Voltage. Phases and Frequency. Th i s is fully discussf 

later on 
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C. ' Hr.ting; H.~P. and Torques, The determining factor ir 
applying A.C. motors is usually the torques to be * developed rather 
than H.P. The two are, of course, inter-related, hut for a known 
K.P, required, the starting' and intermittent peak torques may he 
high enough to make a. motor having the cor rec 
satisfactory application. 'The torque must, 
very carefully investigated. The H.P, Ratin„ 
almost always constant duty ratings for 45 or 50° 
although in some cases with motors subjected to occasional 

average, a very un~ 
herefore, always he 
^ jC' \ r ’ 
o Cjl A ^ , motors a.re 

t e no e r a t u r e nee 
extreme 

conditions or lords of cyclic nature i 
mum duty and intermittent ratings are 

;ith wide 
used. 

variations, maxi- 

D. ; Sneed, hear 1 a t i o n an d Ad ,1 us tree n t, Induction motors 
give 5 to 10% speed regulation under normal conditions. Very large 
sizes regulate even closer.- Synchronous motors of course operate 
always at synchronous speed. 

motors at the 
Adjustable speed can be obtained by wound rotor induction 

expense of efficiency. Where the installation warran 
it, exciting current of low efficiency can he supplied by special 
means to Some times rotor and improve characteristics of operation, 
this is also done by adding a commutator and using special connec¬ 
tions. Cascade on conce.tina.ted connections of two wound rotor mo to 
is sometimes used for speed control, and occasionally the frequency 
of the generating set may be varied, but is very unusual practice, 
and can only be used there all the 
variation of the same amount. 

connected loe,d is to have suceo 

Special motors for 
developed, but are not used 

variable and adjustable speed have beer 
extensively due to cost and complicatjoc 

E. Control, 
inherent limitations,” 
above it may be: 

is 
The control of A.C. motors, up to their 
just as flexible as for D.C, machines. 

Hand operated. 

Semi-Aut ohatic 
Automatic. 

Th Location, enclosureetc. The same factors apply 
here that were discussed under D C. motors. In this regard Squirrel 
Cage induction motors have some advantages, as there is no danger 
of explosion, since no sparks are produced at the motor. There 
also is no commutator and its required care and protect-on on th? 
majority of industrial A.C. motors. Therefore in genera.l A.C. molci 
will opera.te satisfactorily under worse conditions as regards dust, 
gases, moisture, etc., and with less enclosure or protection, than 
D.C. motors. 
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CENTRAL STATICS ate PURCHASED PC'ILP : - 

Brown, G.F.- 

Pernald, R. K. ■ 

Rhodes, G.I.- 

The Central Station, Isolated Plant and Fuel Conser 
vation. General Electric Review, Vol. 21, 

p. 448, 1918. 

Is our Fuel Supple Fearing Exhaustion. 
C-.E. Review, Vol. 21, p. 542, 1918. 

A Hethod of Gtudvlng Power Costs with reference 
to Load Curve,and Overlord Economy. 

Trans. A.I.E.E. Vol. 31, p. 81, 1912.. 

Tynes, T.E.- Keening Down'Peaks on Purchased Power. 
Trans. A.I.E.E. Vol. 33, p. 887, 1914, 

THE GENERAL PROBLEM CP KGT'OR APPLICATION:- 

Statistics.- Trans, A.I.E.E., Vol. 34, p. 155, 1276, 1915. 

Points of Interest and Cost Analysis. 
Trans. A.I.E.E., Vol. 34, p. 1278-1282, 1915. 

Merrill, W.L.- Tendencies of Kotor A.pplicationi 
G.E. Review, Vol. 20, 1517. 

Williams, G.- 

Lester, 3.- 

Electricity in the Homes. 
Electricity Journal, Vol. 12, p. 229, 1915. 

Electric Live in Domestic Engineering. 
Electric Journal, Vol. 14, p. 70, 1917. 

Rushmore, D.3.- Fields of Kotor Application. 
Trans. A.I.E.E., Vol. 34, p. 1275, 1315, 

Perry, A.M. Electrical Aids to Greater Production 
Me Gran'-Hill. 1915, pages 1-113. 

TECHNICAL POINTS TO BE COVERED IN KOTOR APPLICATION: 

Greedy, F.- Classification of'Electro-Kagnatic Machinery. 
Trans. A.I.E.E. Vol. 34, p. 1351, 1315. 

Averett, A.E.- Induction Motor Characteristics Curves. 
Trans. A.I.E.E., Vol. 34, p. 223, 1915. 
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Hansen, K.L.- Starting Characteristics for D. C. Hot or si 
Trans. A.I.E.E., Vol. 36, p. 272, 1917. 

Flynn, V.A.- Classification'of ' A*C. rotors. 
Trans. A.I.E.E., Vol. 34, p. 1349, 1915. 

Trans. A. I, Vol. 3a p. 169, 1915 

Bear ings. 
Trans. A.I.E.E. , Vol. 34, p. 2 26 , 1915 

Kushmore, D.B.-The Character!sties of Electric Motors involved 
in Application. 

Jones, B.- 

Fechheimer,C.J.-Synchronous Hotors and their Characteristics in 
Connection with Applications. 
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De.y & Beekman.- Effect of Room Temperature on Temperature Rise. 
Trans. A.I.E.E., Vci*32, p. 259, 1913. 

Steinmetz <5: Lanin e. - Temperature and Electric Insulation. 
Trans. A.I.E.E., Vol. 32, p. 78, 1913. 

Specht, H.C.- Electric Braking of Induction Irotors. 
Trans. A. 1.32. E., Vol. 31, p. 627, 1912. 

MIS CELLA11E CUS' 

3©00 Volt 1).C. Practice. See articles in E 
for January 1920 on Chi eng 
St. Paul Railroad Electrif 

lectric Journal 
o, Milwaukee A 
ication. 

History and Development. 
Electric 
to date. 

See articles in January issues of 
Journal and C-.E. Review for 1914 

V. MOTOR APPLICATION DATA 

Name of Factory____ 

Address_______ _ ___ 

Name of Engineer and other persons interested _ 

Capitalization, credit Rating, Value of Product 

Sources of Power: Isolated Plant, Give Capacity, No. 

and Name Plate Data. _______ 

Centred Station. Give Name of Station _ _ 

Voltage of System _ 

Frequency and No. of Phases 

o f Gen e rat o rs, 
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Characteristics of Power: 

Voltage _ __ __ ^Frequency £___ Phases ___ __ ._ 
Normal variation of voltage _______ _ 

Maximum reduction of voltage when starting motors _____ 

Maximum over voltage for any reason_____ 

Normal variations and max. and min.verier ion of 
frequency____ 

What is used to convert power for factory use? _ _ _ _ 

Characteristics of Driven Load: 

Type of machine to foe driven_____ 

Speeds required ___________ 
Motor: Direct Connected,-Belted,-Geared,-Chain Drive 

Size of driven pulley, gear or sprocket____ 
Maximum size of pulley gear or sprocket possible _ ___ 

H.P. required at each speed, per manufacturer _ 

By test_______ 

Estimated ________ 

Give sketch of load cycle with max. and min.load 

peaks ________ 

Position of Motor with respect tc driven machine. Give 
sketch if necessary. State clearances on all sides 
of motors if it is to fit inside machine frame. 
Attach drawings if motor is to attach directly to 
preparedBase on machine. 

Desired Control: Hand Operated,-Remote Hand Operated,-Semi-Automatic 
Fu11 Au t o m atic. 
Duration of motor operation on each control 

point _____ 
Sketch rough wiring of control to motor, showing 

push button stations if they are to 
be used. 

Protection:- What protection is to be provided r this 
motor? 

General Fe.ctory Condi cions: 
Fire Hi sk : Inf 1 ammablc Liquid s, G asses or Dust? 
Dang er to Motor : Abrasive or cor o sive Liquids, 

Ga.se s or Dust ? 

Ventila ,ti on conditions: Good air circulat ion _ 
Poor a.ir c irculat ion __ 
N o rma 1, K ax.Lain, Air 

Temperature 
Moisture present 
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Auxiliary Motor Equipment: 

Standard Starter and Rheostats : 

Open, or with enclosing covers of type: 

Floor, Side Mai1, or Ceiling Mounting 

Horizontal or Vertical? 
Standard pulley, shaft & rails? 

General: Will motor be accessible? _ Will it get routine 
inspection?_____ 

vill it be subject to wilful or playful tampering? 

What motors, if any, are used on similcar machines? 

V. Motor Drive. 

A. Requisites. 

a» Adaptability. Motor chosen must be adapted to 
suit the application. Thus a machine requiring variable speed 
with a few high peaks of speed can be well handled by all field 
control on a D.c. motor, while a similar application" having large¬ 
ly a high speed with a few momentary low speed requirements will 
give better service if a motor of high normal speed is used, with 
a small adjustment by field control, and the low points obtained 
by armature control. In each case severalmmotors will be found, 
all of which will operate' the device, but one of which will be the 
best and most adaptable to the particular drive. 

but 
ure 

Elexibil ity. This is linked up with the above, 
is broader in that it implies ease of handling and other feat- 

- as well. If tt' is a machine tool application for instance, 
greater flexibility will be obtained if the"motor is self contained 
in the tool, as-the arrangement of tools can then be made to route 
the work in best manner. Possibility of 
tion of automatic control, and many other 
with each case must be considered to obtain the maximum flexibility. 

future changes, installa- 
local factors varying 

<? * Economy. The cost involves several factors 
a Interest on investment, 
b. Cost of power, 
c* Depreciation. 

d. 

Ii Amortization. 
II. Maintenance and Repair.- 

Value of increased production. 
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A balance between all fh© cost items must be obtained be¬ 
fore it is certain that the most economical arrangement has been 
obtained. As a saving due to motor efficiency, for instance, 
is recovered year by year, it must be capitalized in terms of first 
cost. ' This is a problem in compound interest, and may look in¬ 
volved, but can be determined, comparatively, by the following 
simple method: 

The yearly cost of operation is equal to' the cost of paver, 
plus interest on the investment, plus depreciation. 

Let: W 
H 
G 
I 
J 
i 
d 
E 
e 

KV7 Output. 
Hours per year operated. 
Cost of power in dollars per KW hour. 
Investment or price of one proposed motor. 

" ** ” u another proposed motor, 
per cent interest 
Per cent depreciation. 
Efficiency of Motor I'. 

U U II t 

Then total annual cost = WHC/e + li + Id and Y'HC/e + Ji + Jd 

The economy of the 
are equal: 

two choices will be identical if these two costs 

V.’H/e + Ii + Id = VKC/e + Ji + Jd 

Prom which: (I - J) = fmc/(i+d)| f(l/e - l/E) 

Therefore, (l - J) represents the capitalized value in first cost 
of the increase of efficiency. That is, the amount more that can 
be paid for a more efficient machine and still have the same total 
cost. Obviously a more efficient motor costing less than this 
amount more than a cheaper but less efficient one will be economi¬ 
cal to buy. 

This does not take into account the question of increased 
production, which is a credit tonthe motor side in most cases, 
and depends more upon the drive application than upon the motor 
efficiency. 

d. Continuity. A fixed charge is always placed upon each 
machine in a shop or’factor}', which Continues whether the machine 
is producing or idle. Therefore confirm it-”' of service is important 
for economy as well as for its bearing on production. The installa¬ 
tion giving the least chance for breakdown, anc the easiest re¬ 
placement will be the most advantageous. This may mean individual 
drive for each machine, or possibly group drive, using duplicate 
motors. If an isolated plant is intended for operation of the fac¬ 
tory, it should be arranged to that breakdown service con be obtainet 
from some central system, unless there is some particularly imperatia 
reason for choosing power of different characteristics. 
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e* Safety. Protection for the motors, equipment, and 
personnel is very important. This involves careful analysis of 
fuses and circuit breakers for the motors, method of coupling and 
maximum torques to be certain driven machines may not be broken 
or strained in case of jamming, guards over gears, live v/ires,etc 
to protect operators, and proper enclosure or covering of motors 
''-'•'here inflammable dust or gases may be present. The commutator 
must also be protected from dust and dirt that is~ likely to clog 
the brushes or interfere with commutation. 

f* Apnearanee. A pleasing appearance will usually pro¬ 
mote greater care on the part of the workmen. It is also usually 
indicative of a more clearly thought out plan of installation, 
and like the 1 orra of the "Follow through" in golf or tennis, has 
not a. direct influence upon the work performed, but indicates that 
it has been done better. 

REFERENCES: 
y 

/ 

P. M. Lincoln-Rela tion of Plant Size to Power Cost. 
Trans. A.I.E.E., Vol. 32, p. 1981, 1913. 

D. B. Rushmore- The‘Factors Involved in Motor Application. 
Trans. A.I.E.E. Vol. 34, 695, 1915. 

Jacks on- Application of Electric Power to Industrial Estab¬ 
lishments . 

The Electrician (London). Vol. 64, p. 981, 1910. 

Karapetoff- Electrical Research. 
Trans. A.I.E.E., Vol. 35, p. 907, 1916. 

P. R. Moses- Notes on Isolated Plants. 
Trans. A.I.E.E., Vol. 31, p. 31, p. 15, 1912. 

0. E. Stroman- Industrial Electricity 
Electric Journal, Vol. 12, p. 176., 1915. 

J. Liston- S<>me Developments in the Electricial Industry 
during 1919. 
General Electric Review, Vol. 23, p. 4, 1920. 

H. W. Brown- Electrical Equipment. 
(McGraw-HilR.) 1917. 
Chapter II. 
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V-2. Choice of System. AC versus DC. 

In general D.C. is -preferable where wide ranges of speed 
and particularly flexible control is necessary. Wherever inherent 
characteristics of load do not demand D.C., alternating current is 
used since it is more easily available, can be transmitted with 
less loss over distances almost prohibitive to D.C., and. can be ob¬ 
tained from Central Stations. 

In some causes the choice of power nay be determined by 
the type of world to be performed. While it may not be in the nature 
of a motor load, it may be the determining factor that will decide 
upon the system used. Thus in garages D.C. is necessary for 
battery charging; in Electrolytic refining and similar plants, such 
as production of Sodium, Aluminum, etc. D.C. must be used; plants 
handling steel may have many magnetic clutches upon machine tools, 
or lifting magnets, requiring D.C. Electric welding may use either 
D.C. of A.C, depending upon the method and may be a determining 
factor. 

- DIRECT CURRENT - 

Advantages: Disadvantages: 

Easy speed control through wide 
range. 

Can combine with storage batteries 
for stand-by of for smoothing 
generator load. 

Large starting torque easily obtained. 
No troubles from low power factor. 
Power requirements of tools a litxle 

easier to read. 
May be required by some processes. 

Expensive to transmit. 
Vol'age not flexible. 
Commutators introduce chance 

for trouble (verysmal 1) 
and fire risk. 

If used in isolated plant 
cannot tie to Central Sta¬ 
tion for breakdown service 
wi th ou t a.d d it i onal 
apparatus. 

- ALTERNATING CURRENT - 

Advantages: Disadvantages: 

Easily and economically transmitted. 
Voltage easily transformed. 
Some types of motors have no open 

of sliding contacts and thus'are 
safe in inflammable dust, etc. 

No commutators on usual types 
eliminates chance for trouble. 

Power can be obta.ined irom Centra.l S 

Variable speed'difficult and 
compl icr.t ed. 

Large starting torques dif¬ 
ficult to obtain. 

Low power factor easy to get 
and expensive. 

tations. 

DIRECT 
voltage. P 
ia.ble speed, 

CURRENT:- If D.C. is used there is a choice as to 
or some time a four wire Bystem was used to obtain 
the voltage between the wires being unequal, such 

v an¬ 
as 
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40-80-120. 
of voltage 

By combinations of different pairs of wires six values 
can be obtained from 40 to 240 volts. The improvement 

in speed adjustment by field weakening has 
volts is now the standard for all 

madd this obsolete. 
230 average installations, three 
wire'if lights are carried on same mains, and two wire if for power 
only. Motors of less than 1 H.P. are usually run on 115 volts, 
while in large installations and for railway work 500 or 600 volts 
is used. This higher voltage is considered dangerous for ordin¬ 
ary installations, but has to be used where much power is required 
in order to decrease the amount of copper required for transmission. 
Higher voltages than this have been obtained from railway work, but 
are not used in Industrial Plants. 

teristics 
ALTER]TAT IiTG CURRE17T : - The re 
with A.C.; Voltage, Frequency 

is a wide 
Phases * 

choice of charac- 

Voltage:- 820 volts is the a.verage standard for moderate 
industrial plants. This combines low line loss for short dis¬ 
tances with"great safety and ease of insulation. But owing to 
ease of transformation, various voltages- may be used in one plant 
if desirable, and the following list gives about the range of 
voltages usually met with: 

\ 
GO Cycle 

0t5 H.P. 
0-75 
7±l/2-200 
20-1500 
50-2000 
2000 up 
1000 up 

110 volts 
220 
440 and 550 
2200 
380CG to 4000 
6800 
11,000 (synchronous motors only), 

Comparison 60 and 25 Cycles 

25 Cycle 

Better speed range. 
3600* 180D, 1200, 900, 720, H.P.II.etc. 
Better for illumination 
Poor on very low speeds due to large 

magnetizing current. 
More flexibility in design. 

Limited Speed Range 
1500,750,500 R.P.M. etc. 
Maximum Torque greater 
Good for very low speeds. 
Larger air gap allowable. 

PHASES:- Except for lighting and smell power units, single 
phase is now out of "the question. It usually is used for sizes 
-below 3/4 H.P. and may be usee as large as 10 to 20 H.P. where no 
other form available* 

This leaves two and three phase for a choice. There 
is very little difference in the operating characteristics of mo¬ 
tors for either one. Three phase will give about 5% greater ca¬ 
pacity for the same material, and slightly greater torque and powei 
factor in some cases. Two phase is chiefly advantageous for light¬ 
ing networks in cities, and three phase for long distance trans¬ 
mission as it requires less copper for the same loss. 
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WO PHASE THREE PHASE 

Balancing of a single phase 
load easier 

Only two transformers required. 
71 and 50^ voltage easily ob¬ 

tainable for starting 
Good for networks in cities, with 

mixed load. 
Pour wires usually required. 

Only three lines instead of 
four. 

Gan use Delta or Y connec¬ 
tion riving voltage ratio 
1.73 : 1. 

Gan burn out one phase and 
still run. 

Slightly more capacity in 
motors and transformers for 
same amount of material. 

Spare transf o rmers srnrl le r, - 
1/3 of total'capacity in¬ 
stead of l/2. 

Better for long distance 
transmission as only three 
wires required. 

REFERENCES: .... 

D, Bi Rushmore - Frequency, - Trans.A.I.E,E.,Vol.31,p*955,1912 

A. M. Dudley - The Selection of Motors from the point of 
view of Cycles,'Volts, Phases and Unbalance. 
Trans. A.I.E.E., Vol. 34, p. 737, 1915. 

B. G. Lamme - 

B. G. Lamme - 

H. M. Hobart- 

A. C. Lanier- 

The TechnicalrStory of the Frequencies. 
Trans. A.I.E.E., Vol. 37, p. 65, 1918. 

The Technical! Story of'the Synchronous Converter 
The Electric Journal, Vol. 17, p, 55, 1920, 

Relative Costs and Operating Expenses of Poly¬ 
phase and single Phase Generator and Trans¬ 
former ’ Systems . Trans. A. I.E.E., Vol. 3l, 
p. 115, ~1912. 

D.C. Motors in Industrial Atrolications. 
Trans. A.I.E.E. Vol. 34,“p. 176, 1915. 

G B. Werner- Voltage and Frequency Variations. 
Electric Journal, Vol. 3, 1 . 400. 

Charters and Hildebrand- Variations of Phase 
Trans. A.I.E.E,, Vol. 28, p. r"59. O 

w T Foster - Early Days in Alternator Design. 
General Electric Review, Vol. 23, p. 80,1920. 

H W. Brown - Electrical Equipment, (McGraw-Hill) 1917. 
* * Chapters I and III. 

B Jones - Standardized Flexible Distribution Systems in 
Industrial Plants. 
Gen.Elec.Review, Vol. 2if p. 17s,& 285,1918. 
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V-5. MOTOR RATIUG REQUIRED FOR CYCLIC LOADS. 

If the 1 
proper motor size, 
not evident at one 
is cyclic, that is 
analysis can he r.ia 
to complete the sc 
of power and speech 
the next screw, 
the time for the w' 
will he in the nei 
minutes depending 

oad is constant it is easy enough to pick out the 
If the load is Jumping around, however, it is 

e how large a motor is required. If this load 
repeats itself again and again, then definite 

manbine with say five cuts de on a screw 

to 

Thus 
rew, there will de rive 
with probably a sixth 

These requirements will 
h ol 
ghborhood of from a fraction 
upon the 

different requirements 
run down the-stock for 

repeat for every screw, 
e cycle being the time- to make one screw. 

of minute 
wh i ch 

to a few 
work being cone. 

• * Due to the mass of a motor it obviously takes an appreciate 
time for the temperature to rise under any given load. The time 
to rise to constant temperature varies from about an hour for small 
motors to severe1 hours for large machines. The main limiting 
feature of a motor application is the temperature rise, since it is 
heat which destroys the insulation and results in ultimate motor 
failure. Sparking at the commutator of D.C. machines used to be 
criterion, but with the introduction of commutating poles loads up 
to five times normal can be carried without sparking* Therefore, 
temperature rise is the important factor. The maximum temperature 
should be maintained less than 100°C, which has been found sale for 
modern insulation and gives a motor life of at least ten years. 
Unfortunately it is inconvenient to measure temperature directly 
and so the rating is given in terms of the H.P. which will result in 
a certain t emperature rise, usually taken as 45 or 50 °C. 

With cyclic loads of short duration a peak may exist for 
such a short time that it has little effect urpon the temperature. 
Therefore, it is not necessary to use a motor of rating equal to 
maximum load. Cn the' other hand if the peak is of 1 ong duration 
compared tp the rate of temperature rise in the motor, then the 
maximum rating is necessary. Suppose we have a load cycle as 
follows: 

Time H.P. 

10 5 
10 26 
10 10 
10 5 
10 0 

After the five steps it is considered that it then repeats 
the same thing. If the time units are secondsthen it is evident 
that motor will not have time to heat up on peak. If each time of 
10 is considered to be an hour, then motor will heat up. The 
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31. 
temperature rise is proportional to the losses. The losses are 
partly constant and partly proportional to the square of the cur¬ 
rent* On overloads the variable losses are greater than the fixed 
losses and so it is approximately correct to assume that the losses 
and hence temperature are proportional to the square of the currm t 
and hence the Square of the H.P. with constant voltage. 

Thus as an approximation of the power required upon cyclic 
loa.ds we can take the root mean square value of the load cycle, 
provided that none of the parts have long duration compared to the 
rate of rise of motor temperature. 

The above load cycle will then give a root mean square 
H.P. of about 12.5 for a total time duration of 50 seconds. If Ahe 
total time were 50 minutes then the overload would only be on for 
10 minutes and it is probable that the 12.5 H.P. motor would still 
be satisfactory If the total time were 5 hours then the tempera¬ 
ture would have time to rise during the 25 H.P. peak and a 25 H._-. 
motor would have to be used. If the time were intermediate between 
1 Hour and 5 Hours a motor rating intermediate between 12.5 and 
25 H.P. would be required. 

If the time of earh part of the cycle is different this 
must be ta.ken into a.ccount a.nd tie mean square value is taken from 
the values of (H.P.)^ seconds (or minutes). Also if the speed 
varies the ventilo.tion will vary and this will change the rate of 
temperature rise and must be taken into account. A better knowledge 
of the motor is required to take into account the ventila.tion, but 
roughly it ca.n be assumed that a, 100^ charge in speed will have v. 
b0% effect on ventilation. Tha.t is if the speed is doubled 50% 
more H.P. can be carried with the same temperature rise. 

Time Equ Heating H.P. Equ (H.P. ) Secs 

1 
2 
5 
3 
2 

10 
30 

5 
15 

0 

10-150% 
* 5' »0% 

200% 
100% 

100 
1800 

125 
875 

10/12.5 = 0.8 x 10=8' 
30/24 = 11 25 x 30=37.5 
5/7.5 = 0.655x5=3 .32 
15/15 = 100 x 15 = 15 

0 0 

207 and 

2690 

V/§?7 = 14.4 H.P. (Case 

*6
= 

1 

278 and V?78 = 16.7 H.P. (Ca.se #2) 

Case tU /rl the root mean square H.P. wa s 

64 
2820 

55 
675 

0 

13 3614 

figured without 

taking into account the speed. The time units maybe anything pro¬ 
vided the duration of any one part of cycle is short compared to 
rate of temperature rise. The speed is talken inversely a.s the H. .. 
similar to the speeds that would be obtained with a. series motor. 

/ 

/ 
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32. 
The Equivalent Heating H.P. is then figured on the basis of 100% char 
in speed giving 50% change in allowable K.P. for same temperature. 
Thus during the 10 H.P. period the motor is running at 150% speed 
and so could carry 12.5 H.P. with the same temperature rise that 
would, be obtained with 10 H.P. at 100% speed. The equivalent heat¬ 
ing H.P. is thus less than 10 in this ratio. The root mean square 
value thus talcing into account the speed is given in Case #2 and is 
a little higher than it was when disregarding the speed. If the 
motor had been a shunt motor with field control to get speed changes 
it is probable that the higher horsepowers would have been attended 
by higher speeds and in this case the R.M.S, H.P* allowing for 
speed variations would hare been less than that given in Case tt1. 

Where very accurate information is necessary it is possible 
to calculate the exact'temperature rise of the motor, with a probable 
accuracy of within 1°C. A mathematical expression for the temperatu: 

of the motor is necessary. This can be obtained easily by rise 
He R 1 lance and a analogy. In a. circuit containing Inductance, 

battery, when the circuit is closed the current rises logarithmically 
until the state of steady flow is reached. In a. motor we have a 
source of energy in the losses that produce the heating. The venti¬ 
lating and dissipative constants of the machine transfer this heat 
to the air. But if the machine starts cold the mass of the machine 
must be warmed up, and therefore gives inertia element. Thus 
the temperature will' rise until all the losses are radiated or 
convected away by the ventilating characteristics and a steady heat 
flow is reached.’ This is very similar to the conditions in the 
electric circuit. 

Electric Circuit Heating Circuit 

Source of energy 
Inertia element 
Dissipative element 

Bat cry 
Inouctance 
Resistance 

Rise of current in electric circuit:- I = -(l - 
R 

L 
Rise of temperature in hea.t circuit:- T --(i - 

K 

Bosses 
Mass x Sp.Kt. 
Ventilation 

RT 

) 

Kt 

M 
) 

Equ at ion 1 

n 

T is temperature rise in °C.) 
t is time in minutes.' ) 
L are losses in watts. ' 
K Ventilation constant. 
M Mass x Sp.Kt. constant ) 

) For Equation 2 and the symbols of 
) Equation 1 have their usual signified1 

t 
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The constants K and M for the motor must be determined 
by test* A continuous run is made at some load nea.r full load and 
the final constant temperature noted, When t is large Equation 2 
becomes: 

T = L/K B>nce: K = l/t 

Therefore,the final temperature is given by K and the losses, or 
"**the constant K can be determined when the final t emperature and 
losses are known, as in the special test. 

The cons__tant M is made from readings of rise during a 
short time run at overload. Equation 2 can be rewritten: 

Kt 

e 31 = 1 - (TK/L) 

-1 

From which: M = - (Kt)/ floge(l - TK/L)j 

The value of T in this equation is of course the tempera¬ 
ture read at the end of the short run for time t. K is known 
from the previous constant temperature test and *L is known from 
the measured constants or losses of the machine, so M can easily 
be calculated. It is possible to measure M during the first 
part of the constant temperature run, but the rate of rise is slow 
and so it is better to overload the machine so that practically 
normal full load temperature rise will be obtained in a few minutes 
to half an hour, giving greater accuracy. 

The constant’ M is independent of speed, but K varies 
decidedly with speed, and so must be'determined for each value of 
speed at which the machine is to : n. A good way to lo is to 
take several runs including extreme speeds and then plot a curve 
f»r K from which (other values can be interpolated. 

T , 
o 

If the machine starts with an initial tenqe rature 
Equation St becomes: 

T = -L-+ (T - -If)e 
K o K ; 

M 

Example of determ nfng constants:- 

15 H.P* 5o6 Volt 600 r.p.m. D.C. Series Crane Motors. 

Continuous Run Speed Total Losses Temp. Rise. K 
* * 

-400 1695 79° C 21.5 
629 1815 70.5 25.7 
841 2330 78.0 3o:o 

(K interpolated) 0 0 12.0 
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34. 
One Hour Run. Speed Losses Max.Temp. K M 

676 5750 73 1 5 26.6 3840 
522 5350 78.5 23.3 3340 

Average '•■3500 

The losses in the one hour run do not check wiih the same 
speeds as in the continuous run owing to the necessity of changing 
the field strength to get overloads at approximately normal speed. 
Thus the equation of temperature rise for this motor can he written 
as below and from it can be crlculated the temperature rise under 
any conditions of load. An efficiency curve is necessary in order 
to get the losses for each condition. . 

Kt 

£ x ’ 3500 
-- - )e 

(K being taken from con¬ 
tinuous run data. 
(L taken from efficiency 
(curves. 

Froelichs Equation will also be found to give approximate 
results for temperature rise curves under constant conditions, but 
does not give information which can be applied to other loads or 
cycles. This is written: 

T = At/(i Bt) 

Where T is the temperature rise at time t, and A and 
B are constants. If two successive readings are made during the 
rising part of the temperature curve, then the two values of A and 
B can be calculated and the final constant temperature rise will be 
givenaby A/B. 

Y'estinghouse gives data cohering the Tine to F~ se to 50°G 
above air for Fully Enclosed Motors The data is in the form of 
curves plotted between the total losses divided by the total outside 
area, giving Watts per Sq.Inch, and the Time in Hours. Foints on 
the most useful curve are as follows: 

Watts per Sq.Inch. Time to Rise to 50°C. 

0116 Hours 
0.24 
0.66 
1.00 
21 00 
3.: 00 
5.00 

3.00 
2100 
1100 
0.80 
0155 
0.46 
0.42 

VI. COUPLIUG TO LOAD: 

1, DIRECT. - May be obtained by rigid or flexible emm 
lings. Occasionally apparatus'to be driven-is mounted on same 

shaft as motor. Set may be two, three or four bearings. If "two 
bearing rigid type of couplings must be used. If three be^rina 





rigid coupling also must be used and presents small amount of drffi 
culty and required care in alignment. If four bearing, rigid 
coupling may be used, but is vevy difficult to get in perfect align 
ment, and therefore flexible coupling is preferable. 

Flexible couplings must always be'used where there is any 
doubt as to possibility of exact alignment. Only objections to 
flexible couplings are expense, wear of parts, and possibility of 
noise. ' Hone of these are as serious as rigid coupling badly 
aligned. “ " 

.<f* BELTS.- Belts are widely used due to their admirabb 
characteristics; they are smooth running, quiet, cushion shocks 
a.nd. jars, allow motor to be placed various distances from load, 
allow change in speed between motor, and load, and form a sort of 
overload protection lor motor and machine by slipping if machine 
jams or load is too severe. 

Materiah Ultimate Tensile Strength Coefficient of Fric11on 

Leather 
Rawhide 
Fabric 
Rubber 

3 000-6000#/sq,in* 
_ 3000-6000 

6000-8000 
2000-4000 

.30-.55 

.30-. 50 
120-.35 
.30- . 50 

Working tension should not be greater than 320;,-/sq. in. due to ex- 
cessive stretch for greater amounts 
inch of width for average belts. 

Weight of Leather Belting 

Single: 70,//in. of vviflh 
Double: 90#/” 
Extra Double: 12Q#/ " 

This isa about 60 pounds per 

Approximate Thicknes 

ti 

ti 
.i 

M 

Minimum Pnblev Diameter 

16” 
5/16" 
l/l6" 

Belt Thickness 

4” 
6" 

9M 
12” 
18” 

3 0” 
48” 

l/O” 
5/32” 
3/16” 
7/32” 
9/32” 

11/32” 
7/l6” 

Maximum speed ratio normally advisable is six to one. Greater than 
this requires idler pulley. The distance between centers of 
pulleys should not be less than twice the diameter of the larger 

Fulleys must be flanged or crowned to keep belt in place. 
Flat pulleys require forked guide for belt so that belt runs through 
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guide on t.o pulley. Arc of Contact shoulc* be'made -s l-rao -iq 
possible, Less than 150° is unsatisfactory. gG aS 

Formulae: Length of belt required, L. (Closely apprcKimate). 

L 2 4 77 d/S 4 2 \fx? 4 l/4 (D ± d)2 

D = Diameter larger pullev. 
d = M smaller u 

The center lines of pullcvs. 
?he theolti?lal4al S8 %or str"iS^t belts, plus for crossed belts 

c theoretical formula for power transmitted is: 

K.P. = WtCVT(l - mV2/'e660 T)/3JC00 

? ! p--me;er large pulley - inches. 
x't I pemeter small pulley - inches, 
w _ width in inches. 
T = tension in driving side,y/sq.in. 
t thickness in inches. 
^ = velocity in feet per minute. 

ra ~ weight in lbs. per cu.in. 

C ~ 1 ’ e * where - n = arc of uontact/l80c = 

L - distance between centers - inches. 

satisfrcton'"VenThf%n?ir £entral usc and c.pproximate form is usually 
ccntrifuelknvnxh4 f k°I'ke forMUla ciocs not tale into account 
subtract^1 from T.^ hlSh belt spced3> which must be figured and 

n _ . • . . , ' h.P. = VWQ.p/33000 
Hi ~ 1 for single belt,” 

= 1.6 for double belt. 

~ 2,0 for triple or extra double bdt. 

B dwhe"cV"ndk °f °?ntf-ct which is given as 180 - (D-d)4.75/L 
v/nere D and d are inches and L feet. 

B 

ns 
34 
41 
48 
55 
69 
83 

Arc of Contact 

90 
112.5 
13 5 • 
157.5 
180 
PAR 
0 r? 70 

fn™wftble 1S1^8lt-T v;i11 w fovnd between results bv different 
1° H'P- at 1200 H.S.M. with D = 24" and d" =6" ive- belt v ldths for si nal e belts -fvnn pu 4-^ r - . Oiveo L.iy0 1 rom 2 to 5,67* by various formulae, 
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The proper one to use must he decided by judgment as well as theory, 
and wide range is often given because formulae do not take into 
account all data, and really only fit sma.ll range of conditions. 

Belt speeds of jOOO to 4500 feet per minute are limiting 
vd,AUeS " °r S°od practice. Below these values belting is used in- 
e x 1 cientlymand above it is difficult to obta.in good drive cn ac¬ 
count of centrifugal force, 

■V 

3* CHAINS * Silent chains of the Mo roe or Link Belt type 
are used in many places for connecting load. There is a little 

a a available for calculating the size needssary as the manufactu- 
£ers ,?'11 data in their catalogues, and chain must be nicked 
from their list of sizes rather than specially designed or fitted 
to load. 

-‘■hey nave the advantages of positive drive, 3e ss space 
required than for celts with some power transmitted, more silent 
than geais, and allow easier adjustment of motor, 

. _ They have the disadvantage of requiring cn.re to keep 
them m condition, and necessity of tightening as the links wear. 
The total weight of drive is heavier in most cases than belts or 
gears, and they are very noisy af '-er the links wear badly, although 
this is generally cr.used by misuse rather than natural wear. 

^ * ^GMARS, Gears arc used' where large amounts of power 
are to be transmitted, where positive drive is necessary, and where 
large opeed ratios a.re required. They nay bo of several types 

a. 
b. 
c. 

Spur 
Worm 
Helical 

d. Herringbone 
e Mortise 
i Bevel 

The majority of industrial applications of moderate 
size use spur ge rs. He 1 ical ge'rs a,re a.dQPted r’here silence is 
important and herringbone for large amounts'of power. Mortise gea 
were formerly usee, in Many applications where they a, re n ow super¬ 
seded by the herringbone type. 

'Torm gears are used largely where very great reductior. 
of speed arc necessary. 

**** 

"' ith all types except worm the larger gear is usuallv 
made of steel, but the driving r. * ion may be of steel, bronze 
awhide, compressed cloth, mi carta-duck, bakelite, and other combi- 

n tions the object being chiefly to reduce noise, which is usuallv 
done at the expense of wearing quality. 

The forms of the teeth may be either cycloidal or invol 
ute and., in Pome cases, of special curvature. The cycloidal type is 
theoretically better, and involves less friction, but has the dis¬ 
advantage of requiring very close adjustment and alignment of gears. 
Largely due to betcei operation with worse alignment rnd somewhat 
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easier manufacturing conditions the involute gear is the type 
cornmonly ernployed.. 

Gears are classified "by Pi ten. This may he of several 
type s: 

Circular Pitch: (Length of arc between tv;o teeth at 
pitch line). 

Chordal Pitch: (Length of chord between two teeth at 
pitch line) 

Diametral Pitch: (Ho. of teeth divided by Pitch Circle 
diameter). 

Modulee Pitch : (French method), Etc. etc. 

The Circular and Diametral Pitches are the only ones commonly used 
in this country. Diametral Pitch is the commonest of these two 
and used almost exclusively practically, while circular pitch is 
simpler in dealing with the theory. There is naturally a simpler 
relation between therm 

Diametral Pitch is equal to: "ff/Circular Pitch 

Pitch Line speed in ft. per min. = Pitch Diam.(ins.)(r.p.m.)(0.2618) 
Poise begins at Pitch Line Speed of 600 ft./min. with spur gears. 

.Limiting Pitch Line Speeds: 

Cast Iron Spur 1800 ft. per min 
Cast Iron Helical 2400 
Cast Iron Mortise 2400 
Ca.st Stee" Spur 2600 
Cast Steel Helical 3000 
Special Steels 4t ) 
Herringbone in oil 5000 
Rawhide,Clo th,e t c. 2000 to 3000 

Efficiencies of one pair of gears: 

Spur 95% ) These are 
Bevel .90% ) variation 
Herrin g'oone 97^) 

average values 
both ways has 

and considerable 
been obtained. 

At 96 ft/sec.- = 5760 ft/min., Pitch line Speed, the centrifugal 
tension in spur wheel rim = 2000,f/sq,in. 

Tensile Strengths of Materials: 

Chrome Vanadium Steel Tempered 118,000-125, OOOf'f/sq. in. 
n 11 51 Annealed 87,000 

Hi eke 1 Steel 
Carbon Steel 
Phosphor Bronze 
Hrought Iron 
Cast Steel 
Cast Iron 
Rawhide, etc. 

87,000 
50,000-70,000 
58,000 
50,000 
45,000 
36,000 
30,000 (approx.) 
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Formulae: The theory of gears is rather complicated and an abso¬ 
lutely correct formula very difficult to handle. The Lewis 
Formula covers all'the essentials very well and meets most of 
the cases required. It is really a group of formulae to be ~ 
combined for special cases. 

v = 0.262 DR 
S = s X 600/(600+V) 

W' = say/? 
H.P. a W/33000 

Empiricav Formula, for face or width: 

0.15 Jv + 
A =->-- 

o 

D = 
R = 
V = 
s = 

S = 
A = 
Y = 
P = 
W = 

H.P 

Pitch Diameter in inches. 
R.P.M. 
Pitch line velocity in feet peafminute. 
Allowable Unite stress for material. Static. 

(About l/5 Tensile Strength). 
Allowable unit stress for material at V. 
Width or face ‘in inches. 
Outline factor.'. Varies from .067 to .124 for 15° involut4 
Diametral Pitch; 
Maximum safe tangential load in pounds at Pitch Diameter. 

> = Maximum Safe Horsepower. 

The width of the pinion should be equal to that of meshing ge^r ulus 
the sum of the end play of both shafts. Flanges on oinion should 
never engage with meshin0 gear. 

Bvc 1 Ge^.rs the mean pxuch circle is taken and formula 
applied as above. 

F°x ■ALAf,.?. W “ ASp where p — Circular Pitch (Apnrox, ) 
C = Constant 

C - 285 - 425 for cast iron cut teeth. 
= 455 - 711 for Phosphor Bronze and Hardened Steel 

Combination 
(These ve„lues should be lower for continuous 

Tunning) 

and x 

For Helical Gears: W = 0.0833 Aps. cosSs (approx.) 
here p is circular ; tch as same as for Levis formulp 

is pitch angle of teeth. 

—' • _,e . 5* ^BSCELLAI^OUS.^ Rope drive was at one time extensively 
Uoed in textiles factories, but has been almost entirely superseded 
in modern mills by either individual or group electric drive It 
is, of course, still used extensively in Hoisting and yn evetor 
service. c 
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Friction Gearing is sometimes resorted to tor flexible 
speed control, since the ratio between two friction plrtes driving 
through a right angle can be varied b^ extr.mely small amounts. 
It is not satisfactory except where this feature is ^ery desirable 
or for extremely small amount of power where its simplicity makes 
it advisable. 

There are many complicated combinations and special de¬ 
vices that are toe varied or t O o 

C3 * 

1 inited ap" 1 ication to taloe up 
in detail. An extreme case of special, connection is the Y/ater- 
bury Hydraulic Gear, used extensively cn Battleships for Turret 
movements. 

REFERENCES: 

L i F, Fowle - Standard Handbook for Electrical Engineers. 
YL A. Foster - El.Engrs. Pocket Book. 
HI Fenddr - Handbook for Electrical Engineers. 
L. S. Harks - Hechanical Engineers Pocket Book! 
Kent - Mechanical Engineers Pocket Book. 

•-H, J. Spooner- Machine resign Construe*icn and Draving. 
Graton and Knight - Hand, bo o'* on Belting, 

H. Cooper - Use of Belting. 
. J,J. Flather - The Transmission of Power. 
Fuller and Johnston - Applied He chanic s, Vol. I. 
Cl H. Ha swell - Ilechanical Engineers Pocket Book. 
J1 Lipka - Graphical and Mechanical Computation, p. 541 
J. B. Peddle - The Construction cf Graphical Charts, p. 37, 
Link Belt Company ■ Data Book. 
Morse Chain Company - Bata Bor-k. 
Brown & Sharpe Co.- Gear 
Foote Bros. - Gear &.’Machine Co., Catalogue, Chicago. 
Llachinery1 s Hrndoock. 
Kernpe - Engineers Year Book. 
Low and Bews - Machine Drawing Design, p. 183. 

nn Data. Providence. 

VII. CONTROL. 

Automatic Control if 
drives and applications. The 
detail as it would, involve to; 

rapidly becoming a. feature of many 
not be gone into in control will v^4* a 

considered under the 
made up as follows: 

•an ou 
much time.' Special cases will be 
lications. In general control i 

.c.te o r lm’ 11 i pi e kn i f c sal ten 
n v r “i 

l.Ii field control 
f or s tart lrg 

1. Hand'op era ted. 
a. Hear Motor. Face pi; 

type. Resistance for 
o r arma tu re c on t r ol. If r e s i s t an c c 
only'it can be made smaller than Icr armature con¬ 
trol, The resistances consist of wire wound bobbins 
bare or enameled, and grids for larger ccpacity. The 

face plate type usually carries'no-voltage release 
an d s one t ime s. overload release. 
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t>. Remote. In simple types a snap or knife switch 

is used to operate magnetic relays which make the 
main control connections. In more refined types 
push "button station or drum controller gives dif¬ 
ferent combinations through magnetic switches, 
times a motor driven switch is used, controlled by 
push buttons. In a few large industrial applications 
electro-pne urn a tic s w itches are’ u s e C., s i m i 1 ar t o 
multiple unit railway practice. 

Some- 

2. Automatic 
This 

Control 
i -t-, consists of contactors, motor operated switches 

or solenoid operated switches, which complete a defi¬ 
nite cycle after closing the 
cvcle may o v v 

starting 
be repeated, indefinitely or 

■itch. The 

or 
rnav 
anotl 

hoist 
on 

operation. In machine tool 
for instance, limit switches 
a given spot, or start it on 
C2rcle. In seme complicated 
are "rorked out, as in loadin_ 
steel mills automatic controllers are 
to pick the right proportions of ore. 

er mart 

stop after one 
applications, 
the motor at 

the of 
cases 

: a 
variou s c ombin atio nr 

blast fvrnace in 

dumping in a predetermined 
a predetermined ra.tio. 

nr: oa 

some 
coke 

, oads 

imes used 
and flux 
of each 

9 

in 

REIEREITCES: 

H. D. James - 

H.' ''. Brown - 
A. M. Perry - 

Controllers for Electric Motors. 
D. Van ITostradd. ’19, 

Electrical Equipment. McGraw-Hill, ’17 
Elect:,.ical Aids to Greater Production. 

McGraw-Hill, 

VIII. TYPICAL ILDUSTRIER AMD APPLICAT IOITS. 

1. Mining and Ore Handling. 

B. HUMPS: 
Reciprocating. 

Centrifugal 

"V 

d. 

e. 

Ro tary. 

Jet. 

Miscellaneous 

Piston or Plunger Type. 
Single-Acting or Double-Act i] 
Single, Du pi ex or Triplex. 
Direct Acting or Geared.' 
Volute and Turbine Tj^pes. 
Ve r t i c al an d Ho r i z o n tal. 
Single or Double Inlet. 
Jingle Stage or Multi-Stage. 
Bi-Lobular,Eccentric,Gear 

Types, etc. 
Air-Lift, vrater Jet and 

Steam Jet. 
Kydraulie Rams. 
Piilsorneters, etc. 
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The Reciprocating and Centrifugal are the two types common¬ 
ly used..' The reciprocating type ie\very flexible in regard to 
capacity, head and speed, maintaining nearly uniform efficiency over 
a„ wide range. The centrifugal is small, light and cheaper for the 
same capacity than the reciprocating type, gives a steady non-pulsat¬ 
ing flow of water but workd best- under one set of conditions for 
which it was designed, falling off in efficiency rapidly as these 
conditions are departed from. It therefore is generally used where 
it is required to pump a- given amount of water continuously under 
a fixed head. 

The roto.ry pumps a„re very inefficient and only used for 
small special applications where cost or efficiency is not an im¬ 
portant factor. 

The jet pumps, rams, and pulsometers arc naturally net sub¬ 
ject to electric drive and so will not be discussed. 

GENE HAL C ONE HERAT I ONE : 

The problem of lifting a known weight of water at a known 
ra.te through a known height naturally gives a very definite theo¬ 
retical H.P. required, which is di/ided. by the hydraulic efficien¬ 
cy and mechanical efficiency of the pump'in order to determine the 
size .of motor needed. The losses are usually grouped as follows: 

Hydraulic Losses: i; 
2. 
3: 
4. 
5. 

Velocity head.' 
Entrance head, 

friction in Suction Pipe. 
Lc..:3S in bends. 
Losses in val s of pumps 

Mechanical Losses: 1. friction in Bearings. 
friction of pisten or plunger in cylinder, 
friction of piston or impeller churning 

in liquid. 
friction in stuffing boxes, 
friction of water in delivery pipe. 

2; 
0 
j • 

A' 

5. 

for convenience problems of pumping liquid are usually con¬ 
verted into terms of head, in feet. The vertical distance from 

, t*1? supply to the top of the discharge level is the total head. 
f This divided by total head plus hydraulic losses gives the hydraul- 

lio efficiency. The mechanical ficiency is the theoretical H.P. 
required to lift the liquid through the total head (l.Teas1 red)divided 
by the H.P. Inputs This gives the overall efficiency and is most 
convenient for calculations. Sometimes the mechanical 
efficiency is calculated against the total head plus hydraulic losses, 
in which case it is higher than the over-all efficiency. 
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Suction lift:- 

head, 

Velocity usually designed to be 3 ft. per see. 
Then velocity head » 6:14 ft, 
Entrance head = .07 
friction and. Bends = 1.00 
Suction valves =1.50 

Thus total suction loss is usually not more than 3 ft. 

Altitude 

Sea, Level 
1320 ft. 
2640 ft. 
3560 
5280 

10560 

T'rtcr head 

33:55 ft 
32.38 
30.70 
29.24 
27:76 
22.82 

Sr,;A 1 'orhirg Suction He, 

25 ft. 
24 
23 
21 
20 
17 

Boss of He cad Pur t n t?i 11 ings : 

bize: - 1” OH 
311 4" 

V* 6n 

Elbows 
Return Bends 
Globe Valvcs 

5 
10 

G 

n ( 
14 

8 

12 
24 
20 

18 
36 
30 

25 
50 
40 

30 
60 
50 

ft. 
ii 

ti 

head 
ii 

n 

IjOSs of Head in Pino s : 

Chezy formula: V = c 

Panning Formula:- s = 4f (l/d) (V2/.ig; 

V = mean velocity. 
R = hydraulic rad. 

= area/peri iter 
= d/4 for circ.pipe. 

s = loss head per" ft. 
C = 50 to 150. 

d = diameter pipe, feet, 

I I ioCpf;/riCtion = -°°4 t0 • 010(. 006 Av.) 
g - ft. per\sec. per sec.. 

These older formulas with , 

by those with fractional exponents, suchfs”°W bcl"S replRccd 

H = (0.38 V1*86 )/d1‘ 25 

where H = loss head in ft./iooo ft. 
v = vel. in ft./see. ■ 
d = diameter in feet. 

Horse-Power Required tn -a-^r w-1 £r . 

H. w - ^ t-P. = (G X H|3960 X 3) where G = gals, per min. 
H = total head ft. 
E = ef iicicncy 
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total head. Velocity head must always. he included in 
Given bv f o r mu 1 a : 

M 

h^ = V~/2g V = velocity in feet per sec. 
h - head in feet 
g = 32.2 

The "beet velocity for discharge nines is an economic 
problem in which the cost of pipe in balanced against the cost of 
power to overcome the losses. As the losses are reduced by larger 
pipe the cost is fof course increased. The velocities usually 
used lie between 0.5 and 15 feet per second. Velocities of 2 to 
3 feet per second are conservative and 6 feet per second is about 
the highest usually used. 

Approximately: 
One water xI.P. = 4000 ga.ls. feet per minute. 

Also H.P. — aqh/550 where Q = cu.ft. per sec. 
d = density. 

Or: H.P. = 144 pCfc/33000 = pC-/229 = pW/229 w = KJ/33000 = HwQ,/33000 

or approximately H.P. -.ptf/14,300 = HQ./529. 

p = pressure in lbs./sc.in.difference between inlet and outlet 
H = head in feet. ' 
0- = quantity pumped in cu.ft. per min. 
V = quantity pumped in pounds per minute, 
w = weight per cu.ft. = 62.36 lbs. at 62°F. 

Miscellaneous Inf ormati„ 

1 ft, head = 0.4J4 lbs. per sq.in. 
Friction head proportional approximately to v" and length 

oi pipe. ' 
1 gal. water = 231 cu.ins. = 8.33 lbs. 
1 cu.ft. water =7.5 gals. = 62.5 lbs, 

1 second foot of water = 7.5 feels. her sec. = 450 gals, per rain 
1 acre foot of water = 325,850 gals*. 1 
Density of see* water = 1.026 

4 

Velocity in ptes: V = 0.408 G/d‘ d - diam. pine in ins. 
G = G.P.M. 
V = ft. per sec. 

- height of '.water in lbs* per yard in pines ia v’i+hin p<w «-r 
when d is given in inches. p x 1 of 

Volume of pipe: = .000455 cTl, cu.ft 

• 0034 d^l, gals. 

d in inches, 

in feet. 
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BE CI PR OC AT TEG PUMPS.: 

Tor snail sizes a single double-acting pump is belted to 
the motor with an idler pulley. Air dome is provided to take up 
shock of pulsations* One of the most popular combinations is a 
tri pi exsingle-acting pump gears to the motor. Owing to the low 
speed of reciprocating pumps, which seldom exceeds 100 r.p.m, and 
the liability of getting wet., belts are seldom used for pump con¬ 
nections except in very small sizes. Also owing to low speed, 
direct connection is never used, and the motor is in almost ndLl 
cases geared, to the load* 

. -Ln s-dciition to allowing for the efficiency of the pump, 
the Slip must be allowed for, which is Iocs of volume by water 
Passing the plunger packing or the valves* Under good conditions 

e slip is about 3-5 per cent, but under bad conditions may rise 
o 10 or 15 per cent. New pumps are usually tested to show not 

more than 1 per cent. 

cent 
tain 

The efficiency 
is a fair average, 
points, 50 per cert 

varies: from 50 to 90 per cent 
but if the application contain 

should be used for safety. 

75 per 
many unccr- 

ihe volume delivered by a pump not allowing for slip, is 

G = d^ P/24.51 G = gals, per min, 
d = plunger diam, in ins. 
P = plunger speed in ft. per min. 

than for 
stresses 

The allowable 
most machines 
are about: 

tresses in material for pumps are lower 
uue to danger of water-hammer. Safe tensile 

Cast Iron 
Cast Steel 
Bronze 
Forged Steel 

CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS. 

- 1500-1800 lbs. ncr sq.in. 
= 5000-8000 
= 3000 
= 10,000 

rotating 
also, in 
a spiral 

. Operate by developing centrifugal force in the water by a. 
impeller carrying vanes. The casing may contain vanes 
which case it is called a Turbine Pump, or mav'be merely 
casing in which case it is called a Volute Pump. 

Low pressure pupp for 50 ft. head or less. 
High pressure'pumps for more than 50 ft. head. 
150 to 200 ft. head is the limit for one impeller. 

f ‘ ‘ * • 

Low. speed less than 600 r.p.m. 'Steam or Electric Drive. 
1edium speed, uOC-loOO r.p.m. Chiefly Electric Drive. 
High speed, more than 1800 r.p.m. Turbine and Electric 

Inlet, causes end thrust, but simple to make. 
Inlet, balances end thrust but difficult to pack. 

Single 
Double 
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Racial Discharge. Used for high pressure* 
Backward Discharge. Most common t^qpe. 
Forward Discharge. Unusual. 

theoretic°llyath£t -iSOharge °f common design it can be shown 

H V '^/g H - head in feet 
v Periph. vel.impeller edge ft.per sec. 
g = 32.2 ft./sec./sec. 

5?9JL- Ring Oiled Bearings. 

P = .002 dIJW F = foot-lbs. per min. 
d = shaft‘diam. ins. 
hT = r.p.rn. 
1 = total weight on herring. 

Thrust Bearings. 

x .005 (d + d^) IT = thrust in lbs. 

Impeller i- riction in Liquid, 
(Majority of losses) 

= outer diam.collar. 

= 1.25(v/l00)^ ±)‘" 3 s v - periph. spd.ft./min. 
D = out.diam. impeller ft. 
S = No. of stages, 
s = Sp.C-r. of liquid. 

Short Circuit loss. 

Negligible at full load 25-30 per cent of rated load at no load. 

Shaft Efficiency - 70-80 per cent 88^ has been reached, but 
excep tional. 

For average pumps the most efficient combination is found when 

O.P.H. X Head in feet = 400 to 600 x 10^ 

which wil/UlnwUr6 pun? %/ ^ or ®/ ^ W Ue taken as constant 
is nro+ h5nTge °f r?-tin® for *est conditions. As VTT 

Proportional to IT, we can also write: 

0,/lT or G/n = constant 

reciprocatinff°thr-°n cJntri:fu30-l pumps is somewhat higher than on 
are Ssurllv 6 RPTd’ run from 6 to 12 ft. per sec. There 
vanes. " ^ impeller blades, and half as many discharge 
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Suction Pipe. 

1 

(A + h + v"/2s; = H 

H 

h 
2 
n 

suction head. tthich gives the total equivalent suction 

head and. this value must not exceed 

friction head., the safe suction head for corresponding alti¬ 
tude given in tables above, or, in general, 
be rrn.de less than 23 ft. v /2g = vel. head. 

KEIEKENCES: 

Standard Handbook for Electrical Engineers, (10)-327 
Pender - Ha.nc.book for Electrica.1 Engineers, n. 1140. 
Marks - Mechanical Engineers Handbook, 'p. 1503. 
Kent -Mechanical Engineers Pocket Book. 

W. 

G. Gass away - Compsra,tive Costs of Developing ‘ power for 
Pumping in the Oil Fields: p/652. 
G.E.Review, Vol. 20, 1917. 

G. Taylor - Extent of Operation of Oil Wells bv Electric 

power, G.E. Review, p. 468, Vol. 20, 1917. 

COMPRESSORS OR BLOWERS 

Type s: 1 
2 

4 

5 

USES or AIR. 

Pans. Working pressures l/8 to 16 ozs, 
Get Blowers. 

Rotary Blowers. Pressures 1 to 10 lbs. 
a. . Positive Pressure. 
b. Positive Volume. 

Centrifugal Blowers or compressors. 
Eorxing pressures 5 to 10 lbs. Sometimes 
Piston compressors. 

a. Single Stage. 1 to 100 lbs. 
b. Two Stage. 80 to 500 lbs. 
c. Three Stage 400 to 1200 lbs; 
d. Pour Stage 1000 to 3000 lbs. 

1. Ventilation. 

2. Transmission‘of power. 
3. Forced draft. 

4. Carrying away gasses, shavings, dust, etc. 
5. Locomotives. 

100# 

CONSTANTS OF AIR: 

Under normal o.verr.ge conditions cu.ft.dry rir y;eimhS 

.0727# 
Saturated air 
,073 to .075. 

1 cu.ft. 
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At average 
specific heat of air 

room temperature and normal 
is- Pry, 0.2-12; Saturated, 

air pressure, 
0.245. 

the 

These constants do not vary 
under compression and other handling 
results, and while theoretically not 
satisfactory for general calculations 
power requirements, to consider them 
ditions. 

from these amounts enough 
to cause very large errors in 
correct to do so, it is 
for the purpose of estimatin 

constant under all usual con- 

cr 
o 

Calculations of air handling 
based upon cubic feet of free air, that 
pressure. 

and compression a re always 
is at normal atmospheric 

Heat i s developed air is compressed. Heat is ab¬ 
sorbed when air is expanded. Therefore cooling of compressors must 
be furnished a-nd intercooling between s tages on multi-stage com¬ 
pression. Likewise when air is used for developing power it is 
far more efficient to pre-heat the air before expanding, and also 
prevents the moisture freezing in engines, etc. 

AIR CONSUMPTION OF VARIOUS TOOLS: 

The amount of air for a number of similar tools in parallel 
is less than the product of the number of tools times the air for 
one. This is due to less waste and diversitv factor. The decrease 
is m proportional to 20% for 10 in parallel, and .50# for 100. An 
increase of air is required for high altitudes, about 25# more 
being needed e.t 8000 feet. The following figures are based on an 
air pressure of from 70 to 90 lbs. gage. 

Rock Drills. 2” 3U 
70 i3o 

Small Paint Sptstys 2 
Hand Grinders, 20# s ize 
Riveters 5 
Hand Riveters: 13# 

15 

Surfacers 3 0 to 60 cu 
Chipping Hammer 5# 

6 

Hoists 3 ton 2 ton 
3 6 

Motors 2 H.P 4 H.P. 
45 70 

Rotary Drills 10# 30# 
15 25 

-1/4" 5-1/2" 
air/min 175 220 cu. ft. free 

to 3 (! M *1 
20 * 11 ' II ti 

to 6 cu .ft. per r ivet. 
20-4 25# 
22 

# 25 cu. f t. /jpin 

ft. per min * 

10# 15# 
15 20 cu. ft./min 

4 ton 8 ton 
10 25 <fcu. ft./ft. 0 f lift. 

8 H.P, 15 H.P. 
125 240 cu.ft/min, 

50# 75# ' 
40 48 GUift./ipin. 
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Sand Blast-nozzle 3/l6M i/vl 3/8" 1 / 2’* 
'Band per hour ’ 500 900 1700 3000 lbs. 

Cu.ft. air per min. 45 85 190 340 

Carving Tools (Stone) 1# 2# 4# 9# 
3 -6 . 4-7 • 6**9 12 cu.ft./qiin. 

Lrood Boring lo# 15# 30# 
15 * 20 25 cu.ft./min. 

Comp. Air Locomotives: Supply in cylinders at 600#/sq, in. 
Reduced to 150 to 250'lbs. for use. Best efficiency 
with compound engines, preheated, and reheated between 
cylinders. Advantageous where handling explosives, or in 
explosive gasses, and electric wiring inconvenient. 

. BAITSPropeller Type. Very poor for forcing rir through pipes 
or ducts. Used chiefly ^or exhausting air from rooms. Should 
have clear air space on both sides. In small sizes used for 
circulating air in rooms. Pans are made in sizes from 8cl to 42" 
diameter. It is difficult to figure the theoretical E.P. required 
to drive fans since there are so many variables. Speeds are usually 
relatively law due to large amount of noise caused at high speeds 
from tearing of air. Centrifugal blowers a.re sometimes called 
fa.ns when operating at low speeds. Here we consider a fan of pro¬ 
peller type only. The speeds vary from 1800 r.p.m. for desk fans 
down to 200 r.p.m. for large sizes. The characteristics are usually 
specii ied as air delivery in cu.ft, per minute and pressure in 
inches of water as measured by a manometer. The H.P, of a prop¬ 
eller fan may be roughly taken c~ o * 

Cu.ft. per min. X inches of water 

1500 

This is by no means exact, but gives a rough estimate. Inches 
water for free delivery should be taken as ,09. 

The energy* in a moving column of air nay be expressed as: 

H.P. = 

Also: 

1 

Whe re : 

vap/33000 = np/33ooo =5.2 <ihi/33ooo = 

V = 95S y(460 + t) h/B 

oz. per sq.in, = 1.732 ins, water. 

V = velocity ft. per min. 
A = area, sq.ft. 
P = pressure, lbs. per sq.ft. 
A = volume, cu.ft. per min. 
hw= impact head, inches of water, 
h = velocity head, inches of water. 
■r = weight of air, lbs. per cu.ft. 
t = teifberrture, deg. Pahr. 
B = barometer inches mercury. 

0.1728 Ah. s/h/w 
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JET JBLOWBRS. ITot su'dject to electric drive, 

EP.1 -^ B.doV;!F-BS Can be arranged to maintain constant pressure 
irrespective oi other conditions, or constant volume. The latter 
is convenient for such applications as blast furnace work. 
where constant volume of air can be furnished regardless of caking 
o charge, -vs with rotary pumps, they are generally of bi-lcbular, 
gear, or eccentric types. The efficiency is low and they are not 
satisfactory ior more than small heads or pressures. Reduction 
in outlet greatly increases H.P. If totally closed blower may 
^e wrec-eed or motor burned out. The H.P, required is thus largely 
^ er 01 conjecture and judgment, depending upon unpected con- 

It is customary to allow five H.P. for every 10CC cu, 
oz. ner m. ft, cl air pumped against a pressure of 16 

AAR A AT BL°v"JiI• . These may be simple affairs of paddle wheel 
ype \.it.n spiral casing, or more careful designed type with im¬ 

peller and discharge vanes careftLly formed. They are very success- 
+1 1 °u <;arpring l^-fge'volumes of air against moderate heads, and 
through ducts or pipes. Thus admirably adapted to all manner of 
^n,Viatl;n work, forced^ drafts, forge blowers oil burning, etc., 

though not commonly used for compressors for higher pressures 
quirec. by - ^ - ■ - - * air tool 3 etc. 

•e- 

fhe volume of air delivered varies directly with the speed, 
ihe pressure of air varies with the square of the soeed. 
i.he horsepower varies as the cube of the speed. 

A f oi mu la. for calculating the power necessary is: 

H.P. - 5.2 yhi/33000 E where E is efficiency and others as 

This is correct- where E is known. Average values of E ere: 

Steel Plate Type o;50 
Sirocco 0'65 
Cone Type 0*45 

requiredtriCtThi^°motbn^t-i^r dl?c*Jar.ge °Penings reduces the power requirec., lhio method is used for unloadin'* whpn urcr 
fans driven by synchronous motors, ihe motorf^usually di'reot " 
connected .as speeds are relatively high and can be designed easily 
to fiu motor speeds of normal value# 

Centrifugal Compressors may be classified as: 
a. Single Inlet, or Rouble Inlet# 

rv e* 

i 

b. Single Stage or Multi~St~0_ 
c, Ecrwo.rc, Racial and. Backward discharge 
p Low pressure, (1-5 lbs.) High Pressure'(Above 5 lbs.) 
e. Radial Inlet, or Axial Inlet. 
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A blower or compressor can be used with same ’ efficiency fcr 
p.ny one model when the Compressor Constant is the same. 

Compressor Constant = ( 
final and initial pressures. 

Pg - P^ where Pp and Pn 

COMPRESSORS. These may be of lew pressure tyre which are 
called^ blowing engines, but are practically superseded by centri¬ 
fugal blovvers^ for this purpose. Their chief field is compressing 
axr m tanks to high pressures for many purposes, furnishing air 
fer various air tools, etc. 

They may be Eirect Connected, Pelted or Geared to the 
Peter, smaller sizes are usually belted, and the larger ^sizes 
eirect connected. They must be provided with unloading device for 
starting when connected to synchronous motors. Small rugged duty 

often 
smal 1 

space. 

v~ — w W ^ J ii V^IJU Uiiu UU ii.UUU-LO* e *111 r JL -L J. U V.. 

compressors for garage service and similar applications are oft 
geared to the motor, as large reductions must be obtained in sa 

The compressor speeds vary from 80 to 70C r.p.m. 
The average piston speed varies from 300 to 500 ft. per 

min. 

M.E.P. = p 
Sn 

n-1 

3 / v n-i 
(Vm) — i 

1 Sn 

H.P. = M.E.P. x L x A x IT/33000 

P^ = initial pres, lb3m abs. 

?2 = final. 

S = no. stages, 
n = exponent of compression 

curve = 1.35 apprcx. 
L = s tr oke 
A = piston area 
IT = strokes per minute 

Volumetric Efficiency averages 80 to 97^. 
Apparent volumetric efficiency obtained from indicator card. 
True volumetric efficiency ratio of air actually pumped to piston 

displacement. 
Cylinder Efficienc3r is work to compress piston displacement iso~ 

thermally'divided by actual work done in cylinder. Averages 
80 to 85#. 

Efficiency of Compression is Cylinder Eff/True Vol. Eff. 64-82#. 
Mechanical Efficiency is work in air cylinders/work delivered to 

shaft. Averages 76 to 97#, 
Over-all Efficiency is Mech.Eff. x Eff. of Compression, a.nd averages 

48 to 79# with 56# a fair average. 

Por figuring power required to compress a. given volume of 
air we have: 

n-1 
P. 

H.P. = (144/33000)(n/n-1) IV (---) 
n 

- 1 

. 
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where V is volume of free air compressed per minute. Others as 
before. 

U U 1 o This gives value too high for multi-stage compres 
if efficient intercooling is used. The power and'capacity also 
decrease with altitude but not in same proportion. At 8000 feet 
the capacity has decreased, to 7C^ and K.T. to 35^ of that required 
at Sea Level. It can be assumed directly proportional to altitude 
without serious error. 

Marks - 
Pender - 

Mechanical Engineers Handbook, p. 1512. 
Handbook for Electrical Engineers. p. 133. 

■rd Handbook for Electrical Engineers. 
(1C )-106 & (15)-136, 237. 

Air Compressors and Blowing Engines, Van Eostrend, 
Controllers for Electric Motors, /an EostraOcL 

Boc - Applying Small Motors.' Electric Journal, 
Vo 1. 12, p. 182, 1915. 

P, B. Crosby - A.C. Motors for Operating Mine Pans. 
A. I.E.E. Vol. 32, pt 1073, 1913. 

Stand 

Innes 
James 
H. P. 

VIII. A. HOISTS CRAPES AMD ELEVATORS. 

,As the general problem of hoisting involves the same 
points of consider&tion in its many variations of application only 
one type of hoist will be considered. The high-speed Mine Hoist 
is chosen, as it magnifies the effect of the many features that 
rnus t be conaidered, 

There a.re two general classes of mine heists, 

1. Metal Mines, Usually operating severe,! levels, shafts from 
1000 to 4000 feet deep. Generally slower and 
more intermittent. 

2. Coal Hoists. Usually only one level, 300 to 600 feet deep, 
and very high duty cycle with uniform uninterrupt¬ 
ed operation. 

Shaft Mines are those having a vertical cm nearly vertical 
shaft wish drifts run off sideways at operating levels. 

Slope Mines are those whose shaft runs into the side of a 
hill and usually follows the ore seam directly. 

The shafts mr/y be operated either unbalanced or balanced. 
That is two cages and sets of guides may be provided, one going 
up as the other goes down. Where there is only one cage, artifi¬ 
cial balancing is seldom used. The cages may be self dumping at 
tipple, or car may be run off by hand. In slopes hoist cars are 
used instead of ca.ge3. With less than 3.5/' grade a. tail rope is 
used to pull down empties. With grades less than 3% locomotives 
are probably better than hoists. 
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and 
1?on Ajhaximum^ rope eye ed of "3500 feet per minute 
i-JU xl. per j'lin, i or slopes is common practice. 

f r shalts 

Pour seconds is considered ‘ the minimum step 

Lf tS 
*nd u nl cad inp the capes For deer* sh; 

between 
or long hauls 

for 1oading 

+ ? t0 20 se03- usec’ f6r r-ccelerr.tion ,cb«x-u«u* 

lesf'tirf U+VdA 13C' j hetarc.etion can usually be accomplished 
-Les° time tna,n acceleration* 

cycle 
V 

and retardation; 5 secs, is 
m 

nnv be Cvli^ri^ 'r^pe. is wound over drums or reels. The drums 

the ronc‘ymusr ^ • °r ComMn?ltion of ^ two* With reels 
rr-.1'*ti'ip XiA”v’+ \ r l!1'!‘ s cn in layers. Conical drums and 

'^nd h-?rh'rrV °f l°v starting torque, as rone cn small 
c torc*ue at end of heist, due" to large 

Cylindrical drums more 
J — w 4. - vx [ w 

reac.i ly permit landing rope cn 

reels p\ 

radius, 
diameter 

in layers, and with electric drive are usually mo-e sa+i-f-ctcrv 

*»Xt°T P'n Eke crre of starting load bettor ft j-n 
sh-ft ' S1??Te,lev-el mincB the drums arc usually fixe-’ to ' 
toth- multi-ievel operation one or both druns' arc ciu“cW 

anr1 cZ 7. x An.pic of the rope must oe leads than 5 c’gptppi 

but cni«Lt°nl^r^enIr*Uvraftbtyp-t iS ‘omeS^dvantSl: 
prevent its use ‘ fjJL v'here no unusual features 
than SO times tWe Ster. * made less 

are irect connected, and are kn own 
„ All large hoists 

Herringbone°6err3nd°rre^eall £lre.*or«* with 
pending on the number of reduction^ Lhir ’ Lhi r‘otl?u hol3ts -e- 

^7X^1 ■ 3 izcs; Second mot i on ukd^herc onNLM - 

mechanism, me motor m-prn^r* i ipnion 1 s made part of heist , c.ii.. filler coupled by flexible coupling. 

Control 
wi theut 
driving 
field*. 
demands 
central 

is°usedTWStS Vfr-rd-Xeonard or Ilgner-ifcrd Leonard 
In u : • Thls consists of ‘ a‘Mo tor Generator with rr . 
ItTtlll w^h finished b.C. ior opetatS thtXmottt 

-> •- ill control is obtained through the Generator 
By means of the flywheel aid mT“^tor ^ 
rom the ) 1 no metr ^ from the line may be 

station reduced to a 

. * - - « po’.Tr 
eque _• ized and rc servrtion charges 
minimum. ' 

b3 

J-he weight of the rope 
tot Pi 1 cad. Tablcs of j. 
and sizes of plow steel 
be approximated.very clc 
as - 1.08 x 10 -4 

is a v e ry consider able pa rt 0 f th; 
Roeblmg & Co. 1915, qirine weights 

ope, 6 strands, 19 wire hemp cehter, Van 

x load in lb 
3^y by taking the weight in" lbs.“per foci. 

FRICTION LOSSES 

Hoist Mechanism Efficiency: ifi = T:/(tr+kW) (First Motion) 
(Approximate Value) 
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Second Motion a. ;95 E 
'Third I • ot ion - .90 E 

\7 = (w + 2 ws wr) sin j) For balanced vertical and incli ned 

= (w 5 wr) sin 
y shafts. 

+ WS f 0. V For unbalanced vert. & inclined. shafts. 

~ (w + q ws + wr) sin ft (w + 2 ws) 0.2 cos f) Jr C.l wr cos 
For balanced slope hoist. 

= (w -f ws + 0. 5 wr) sin t> + ( ws + v) 0,02 cos ft + 0.05 Xkr 

C
O

 
o

 
o

 

For unbalanced si one hoist. 

k - 0i05 for vertical. 
y. = 0.05 for vertical and 0.04 for slope heist. 

Above does not include rolling or rope friction. 

Car friction assumed 40 lbs. per ton normal pressure. 
0.02 (\7S wr) cos j) 
r.ope friction assumed 200 lbs. per ton normal pressure. 
0.10 wr cos p 

w = weight of one load in lbs. 
ws = weight of cue cage in lbs. 
wr = weight of repe per side. 

V = angle of shaft with horizontal. 

CHECK: Check may be obtained as the net work done on material 
in H. P. secones di video. by the net work in output duty cycle should 
equal the mechanical efficiency. 

Also H.P. seconds for acceleration and retardation should be 
equal. 

HOIST THEORY: The load cycle must necessarily be divided into 
three parts: Acceleration, constant speed and retardation. 

Each oi the forces during these three parts may then be con¬ 
veniently considered separately. 

Inertia Forces. 
b. fork against gravity. 
c. Friction loss. 

Hote: The following formulae are developed for balanced 
hoisting. For other conditions they must he'modificd to* correspond. 

AC CELL RATIOK: jne r tia Forces. Ac celeration ass ume d u nif o rm 
p _ ir_ _ 1 o o ,, _ x A♦ = v/t m 

Ft. lbs. per sec 

o c.oouiutu uniiorm 
- Wa/32.2 thus: f = v/aV/32.2 ta 

fv = fV (max.) 
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To this must be added the friction H.P. 

C ONSI ANT o liL Li). The acceleration forces disappear* Trie - 
tion c,nd direct work against gravity only work required. 

By the same methods of reasoning the H.P. becomes: 

Ii*T\ = (v/550)(w + Lp) - Vtap - 2Vpt) 

As before, 
V is rope speed in feet'per sen. 
w weight of lead in lbs. 

ta time for acceleration in seconds, 
t instantaneous time from beginning of constant 

speed. 

It will be seen that it is a straight line of negative slope. 

■HETATTDaTIOH. The inertia forces new reverse in sign and are 
of the same general term except tKht tb is substituted for ta. 

Aoad, cages and repe - H.P. = -Wv"/32.2 x 550 xtb (Max. 
O 

Kotor and sears - E.P. = -4gWV /32.2 x 550 x iCxtbOlax. ) 

Ururas and sheaves - H.P. = 0-4 V/V2r2/32.2 x 550 x D2 x tb (Max. 

, Sg.lstlnft Pweg.- The maximumv c.lue of this will be same as 
the minimum value during constant speed section, and it will be 
very closely approximated if it is assumed to decrease in a 
straight line to zero when hoist is brought to rest. 

H.P. = (w+Lp)v/ 550-V"(tap+2_.tspj[/550-(w+Lp-Vtap-2Vtsp)Vt/550tb 

-V2t^55j>tb + V2pt3/tb2550 

1 1S again instant' time irom beginning .of retardation 
>0 x 10 G. « ' " 1 

FRICiICN. The friction losses cannot of course be accuratelv 
estimated. For vertical hoists they can be taken as - 

H.P. loss = H.P. (l-F)/E 

® is value found for mechanism efficiency decreased about 
for guide and rope friction, and H.P. is value at beginning 

of constant speec. hoist period. For slope hoists the null nec- 
essary must be calculated i or the weight of cars end ro^es etc 
and H.P. figured from PV/550 where P is pull, V rope Sneed 
m ft, per sec. 1 , 1 
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They are Visually Assumed constant losses during constant 
speed part of hoist, and decreased during acceleration and retard¬ 
ation 'periods in straight line to nzero at beginning and end of 
cycle. 

MOTOR H.P. After establishing the load cycle, the r.m.s 
H.P. is determined to find the required rating of motor. This 
may be figured from the load curve, by constructing it with ordin¬ 
ates of H.P. squared or may be approximated by formulas such as 
the following: 

If A is peak H.P. at end of acceleration period. 
B is H.P. at beginning of constant speed period. 
C is H.P. at end of constant speed period. 
D is negative peak at beginning of retardation period. 

r.m.s. H.P. for Induction Motor. 

!A~ ta + 
IMF. = - \ ! 

MEM + CP + BC 
xts -i- D‘~' tb 

j ta/2 + ts + tb/ - -r tc/4 

For jj.C. Meter 

A ta 
B 2 . 

n 
i tv ■ 

IT .P. = 

r C^' + BC o 
—x ts ■+ D" tb 

/ " -Jl 

y • 3 ta/4 + ts + 3 tb/4 + tc/2 

v/here ta, tb, ts are as before and tc is time between cycles, 
D.C. Motor can be slightly^smaller owing tc its better radiation 
of losses. A and D must include she power to accelerate armatures 
and all inertia parrs« 

r p * ■ 2 ■ i, 
Por armao. H.P. (max) = \7rr' (r.p.m*) x 0.62j/(ta x 10°) 

MIKE HOISTS - METHODS OF CONTROL. 

Speed control of hoist motor may be obtained by rheostatic 
methods, which are usually inefficient. For large hoists the 
V/ard-Beonard-Ilgner system is usually employed. A motor generator 
set driven by wound rotor induction motor furnishes D.C. power at 
about 500 volts. All speed control of the hoist motor is accomplish' 
ed by field control of the D.C. Generator. A separate exciter is 
used to supply current for fields of both generator and hoist 
motor. A fly-wheel cn the motor-generator set supplies the peak 
loads, and evens up the demand on the A.C. power lines, so that 
almost uniform load is'drawn from the Central Station and a reserva¬ 
tion charme eliminated. The slip cn the induction motor is con- 
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trolled by a slip regulator which varies the resistance in the r; tor 
circuit proportionally to the load in such a. way that the fly¬ 
wheel beeches most eff ective, "’he amount ef slu.g al_owed i s \ 
15#. The quest: on of the amount of slip, fly-'/neel reign*1', ■= 
is a very ccmplicateci one as it involves sc many economic 
A large fly-wheel increases first cost, friction losses, etc*, 
while a small one "requires more jea3: road from the line, and greet er 
slip cn the meter, thus increasing cnarges and lowering efficiency. 
Each case roust he treated for ixs special conditions* 

‘e a lures * 

Having obtained the roct-mean-square H.P. required for 
hoisting from the load diagram, the motor losses for the racing 
adopted are then added to the load diagram ari a rew rcct-mran- 
square value obtained, which gives the generator lating necessary* 
The generator losses are then in turn added to the load diagram 
and the average H.P, determined. This time a first power average. 
The fly-wheel must deliver all power above the average line, and 
absorb all power below the average line. The power availa.ble* or 
absorbed from the fly-wheel is thus obtained in" H.P. seconds. Per 
a solid plate"wheel the radius of gyration is 0.7C7 times the 
actual radius. The peripheral" speed" cf fly-wheel is usually 
taken at 20,000 feet per minute Then the velocity of the radius 
of gyration is 20,000 x 0.707/60 =236 feet per second. 

j With a slit* of 15#the peripheral v elccity of the radius of 
gyration will be ref iced to 200 feet nor second. 

Prom the considerations cf Kinetic Energy the formula for 
fly-wheel weight then becomes: 

<k 

Weight = H.P. secs, x 550 x 64.4/(2362 - 200^) 

Or more generally any two velocities may be substituted in the 
denomin a tor. 

Having thus determined the heist motor size, the generator 
size, and the fly-wheel weight, it only remains to find the A.C. 
motor rating necessary t® drive the motor-generator set, and. the 
application is complete. 

As the motor load is almost uniform it is of course based 
upon the average H.P. cf the load curve including losses of motor 
and generator, "To these may be added the fly-wheel losses, the 
excitation power, required to drive the exciter, and the slip'loss, 
which is taken as l/2 the maximum slip times the average lead. 
The only one of these indeterminates is the fly-wheel loss, which 
may be rather large. Ho very definite data is available or this 
subject, but roughly it may be taken as about"equal to from 50 
to 75 per cent of tile losses in the i enerator* 

-I—■ ■--—- ■■■PWIJ,1 ,vm 
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m-: iaerials 
The maximum peripheral speeds of fly-wheel nf fi-ep 

re: 
jp.m- - ^ 

.j. P.TATu 

Oast iron 
Cast steel 
Special Cast Steel 
Laminated steel 

10,000 
12,000 
22,000 
3o,coo 

feet 

n 
w 

per 
u 
i» 

Tiimut' 

I’ 
It 

, „ The laminated wheels rre net used except where neep^ 
for some special reason, due to their high cost. 

Without'fly-wheel The Us* rd-Leonard system may "be operated 
in which case the o^er-all efficiency is somewhat hivhe^ ~b,'f +• 
mo .or must he larger to carry the peaks; the Leaks are also 
quired irom the power supply and will probably result in - . 
power rate, and in case of power failure a hoist cannot be ccr-^* 
P^e^ec., as wuh the fly-wheel t3'pe the fly-wheel usuallv contain- 
enough energy to complete a hoist started, even if the l no 
is disconnected. The efficiency is higher due to the elirainll^t 
oi .he xly-wheel losses and the slip losses. The first °] 
oe mere or less depending upon'the relation of the fly-wbe^ co^+ 
to the increased cost of the A.a. mntn-r ' r0a 'J 

There is an A. 
meter is A.Cl and offers seme 
great extent. The hoist moto 

system with an equalizer set where hoist 

in the rotor circuit. 
coupled to the lines, and the ®.n 

advantages, but is not used -wC a 
„ , . , - -- is a wound rotor induction motor 
V”U4.i. connected directly to the lines and controlled by resistance 

A synchronous converter is then also 
, .. . __ f1 tVle G. side connected to a L.C. meter 
drwmg a f 1}^-wheel. A regulator controlled by the current in the 
?£«7+r+uUp^'ly. lln<rs varies the field strength of the L.C. motor so 

che energy in the fly-wheel is used to pump back through the 
synchronous converter and carry the peak loads. The criterion of 

se lies in the losses in the starting resistance in the hoist- 
metor rotor circuit. It probably would be very inefficient for 
snort hoists that had cycles consisting largely of acceleration end 
re r.raaticn, and would be best on hoists having lonp times of coew- 
tion at full speed. x 

ihe equipment used, in seme of the big copper mines 
is as follows: 

Depth An 
ft. 

V.rt. Ore 
p. trip 

worth Butte 4000 90 15,00® 
Canadian 
Copper 

1500 55 18,000 

Elm Crlu 3500 90 10,000 
Butte & 
Suweri or 

4000 90 15,000 

Rope Spd. 
ft/min. 

L.C.Mot . Ben. A.C.J Met.Fly 
H.?. K.?. H.P Fh. 

2700 2,000 1500 1400 100C00 
2500 1,850 1500 1400 100000 

2500 1,800 1300 1150 92000 
2270 2,000 1500 2000 120000 
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HOIST _CALCULATIONS 

Cu s t onifc r 

Neg. 

Date 

Genercal Data 

R. ... 
oi Lead 

Depth of shaft 
An^le of s 
Net Weight _ .. 
Weight of care ' (sfcipj (not jself' diiiii£ 
Weight of car ‘ ; 
Size of rope .; 
^Balanced -(Unbalanced) , . 
Size and shape of drums 
Weight of drums & Radius of gyration' 
Max.Capacity required ner hour ...; 
Normal capacity required per hour'. 
Maximum number of trips per'hour 
Total time for trip ’ 
Time for cageing ..... W i , 
Running time per trip 
Total rev. of drum 
Maximum 'drum speed ;; ’ ' * : * ‘ 
Maximum rope speed 
Increase in diameter per revolution 

mg 

Power Supply A. C. 

TIME 

- D.C, Volts Cycles Phase 

Acc. in -Sec. Const, speecl _See. Ret. sec 

Distance during Acc,, 
Distance during Ret.,' - 
Distance during const. 3need 
Total Distance " ~--— — —---— — 

INERTIA: 

Drums __ 
Sheaves 
Motor 
Load 

Total Flywheel Effect 

Friction assumed at 
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CALCULATION Or 

Acceleration: 

XOAD DIAGRAM. 

Inertia Forces 
" crk against Gravity 
Friction Less 

H. P. 

TGTA x J • H. 

Constant Speed Hforlc against Gravity 
Friction Loss 
v’crk against Gravity- 
Friction Loss 

Retardation: Inertia Forces 
ork Against Gravity 

Friction Less 

Start. 
"start. TOTAL 
_Finish 
Finish M 

H. P.Max. 

i 4 ^ X»X( 'J'*. i. 

F P 
Start 
H.P. 
Finish 

XT _h.p; 
Fax. 

LOiX DIAGRAM; 

Acceleration'Time 
Constant Spd.Time 

Retardation Time: 
Loading Time: 

HOIST MOTOR SIZE. 

_3acs; 
Sees. 

jSecs 
Secs 

Max*H.P.at end Accel 
H.P. at start of 

Constant Spd. 
H.P. at finish of 

Constant Speed < 
H.P. at beginning of* 

Retardation > 

TT T-) 

•il • —’ i 

H.P-, 

H.P. 

H.P. 

'•v. 

Root Mean Square value hoist diagram: 
A‘Otor size calculated formula: 

INPUT WITH RHEOSTATIC CONTROL. 

H.P, 
H.P. 

Total Input to Heist: ~ c. 

Avoracc Efficiency of Hotel:-KrGcnt8* 
To tal Input t o Motor : A *.Q nt' 

Shaft Output in load: ~ —- —-:r_‘yrc* 

KipHourMperlcn: Sh"f “/KoIo¥ UpA cent 





W.RD-I£qITAT£) SYSTEM 

r> 

yp-uTAJF COITTKOL -VT TRCUT PLY FKEEL 

Hoist Kotor output. Hoist notor input. Generator input, A.C. Mot 
input 

cr 

1 

2 

3 
4 

5 

Power input from line 

Acceleration 
Constant speed 
Retardation 

Total 

Constant losses, 

Excitation of motor and generator 
Friction oi windage of generator 
Iron loss of crivinp motor 

Tota.l constant losses. . . 

w n ii in H.P. Seconds 

Total input = 
0 veral1 eff rcicncy= 
KA'Ahrs per ton. = 

H.P. sec 

Capacitor 0f generator 

KW hr. 

Capacity of A.C. Motor. 

For hoist motor use 

For D.C. Generator use 

For A.C. Motor Use 
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v/ARL-LEOKOHD -ILGKER SYSTEM 

G 9 

VOLTAGE CPETROL WITH FLY yrHEEL 

M.Pj.s t. Mo tor..output Hoist Motor input Generator in-out. 

1. 
O ^ « 

3* __ 

4 i_”____ 

5. 

Input to venerator__H.P.Sec, 
Input 

Average input to generator 

Time __ 

R.M.S. Generator Output 

R.M.S. Generator Input 

SIZE 0? PLY AHULL: 

Input to t'ly wheel. 

Acceleration 
Constant speed . 

Total input 

Normal speec1 of set 
Lia. of fly wheel 
Peripheral speed 

RPM 
rt. • 
Et.per min. 

Normal speed at rad. of Gj^ration f t. ^e r se c 





So „ 

Spe^o. at rac., of Gyration, 15f epee- refucti cn _ft. ge 

Vfeirjht cf fly wheel = 
HFs 3C 550 x 54*4 

Sec. = V . 

o 2 
VG - V 

^se —-* — —-- --L"bs. wheel, Thickness 

SIZE OF DRIVING MOTOR: 

Average output 
Average input . 
Motor & Generator excitation " •* ~ 
V/in Tape anf friction of generator ~ 
Ely wheel loss .-— 
Slip regulator less . * 

H.P. 
H.P. 

Total output of motor 

Efficiency of Motor, 

Input to motor - 

Efficiency 

Overall efficiency = 

Kw* hrs. per ton = 

H.P.Sec, =_K.YAHrs 

Capacity of Generator = 

Eor hoist motor take, 

For generator .take. 

For A*C. Motor take. 

For fly wheel take. 

\ 

} 
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24. 

Find the stresses 

Fi* Fr^Fg in the 

members cut by the 

section xy through 

the frame shown 

(Fig. 26) 

2 

* O 

2_ ( ^ <2L 

w* 

o 
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/ 

4 

V 

' ' K" 

_ _ 
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0 
^:100 
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1 ' T- <?f oo 

v. <5^* 

i UJt ^ 

W «>■£- 

A^-Jl U<4" 

-' o-^ O <*--^»_-«3'''v->"^k- 

v“T^>‘ 
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